Wiltshire’s
Area Boards:
The Handbook

Your community, your say
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BACKGROUND
The contents of this handbook have been
developed through four drafts over the past
year. Several hundred people have helped its
development including:
yy The Council’s service managers
yy Police, Health and the Emergency Services
yy Voluntary organisations
yy Community area partnerships
yy Pilot Area Boards
yy Town and Parish Councils
yy The private sector
yy Regional advisors and focus groups.

The legal set up behind the Area Boards is written
down in the Constitution for Wiltshire Council as
agreed in June 2009. The Constitution is not in this
handbook as it is a lengthy document. It can be
found on the Council’s website at www.wiltshire.
gov.uk. The Constitution sets out how the Council
operates. It explains how decisions are made and
the processes that are followed to make sure that
decisions are efficient, transparent and accountable
to local people. The law insists on some of these
processes, while the Council chose others. The
Constitution is divided into “articles” which set out
the basic rules governing the Council’s business.
More detailed procedures and codes of practice are
provided in separate rules and protocols at the end
of the document. The Area Boards are included
under article 10 of the Constitution.

The development has been watched over and
guided by three groups:
yy A steering group on the Community 		
Leadership and Governance developments
for Wiltshire Council
yy A group called an External Reference Group
drawn from interested organisations
yy A Scrutiny Task Group set up to look at the
development of Area Boards

This handbook is a guide for the people who will
work with Area Boards. This includes councillors,
service managers, community area managers,
democratic service officers and others who are
supporting or reporting to Area Boards. It also
includes Town and Parish Councils, community
area partnerships and many other groups who will
join Area Boards or work closely with them. These
are listed later in this document. The aim is to
encourage people on the Area Boards to work in
creative ways that will also get the job done. It is
also to clear up points that were raised during the

Reports and recommendations have been given
to the Implementation Executive which was the
decision-making body of the council in its transition
to the new Wiltshire Council. Regular reports have
also been made to the Joint Overview and Scrutiny
Transition Board which examines the decisions of
the Implementation Executive. There has also been
useful input from the pilot Area Boards, which
tested out ideas and approaches in the year leading
up to the new Council. They were supported by
the Area Board Development Team, who produced
a study of the pilot phase.

consultation. How the different public services will
work with Area Boards in the future will develop
over time. A start is made on trying to outline this
in the handbook.

Originally, this handbook was called the rulebook.
This was changed on the advice of the pilot Area
Boards that felt that this should be a guide rather
than a set of rules.

A strong message was that this document should
be written in plain English. While we have tried
to do this, there are specific groups, names and
plans, which cannot be changed. Some terms are
widely known, not just in local government but
also by the voluntary sector and other agencies. In
places, an explanation is given about what a phrase
might mean or the role of a specific group. These
explanations have been given in order to be clear
rather than speaking over people’s heads or being
difficult to understand or patronising. The use of
jargon has been cut down where possible.
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INTRODUCTION
What are we trying to achieve?
This handbook is about how local governance
in Wiltshire will work in the future. Local
governance is about how local government
and others providing public services will work
together. The Area Boards are a central idea for
this new way of working. Other things are also
important, such as local people being able to see
when, where and how they can have more of
an influence over decisions that affect their lives
and the places where they live. Local people will
have an influence when appropriate and will see
clearly who made decisions and why. The basis
of this is the desire to build greater visibility,
transparency, satisfaction and trust in the new
Wiltshire Council.

“It really would be a
wonderful achievement if,
in five years’ time, people
genuinely looked forward
to meeting with their local
Area Board to tackle issues
and identify opportunities to
improve the quality of life at
a local level.”

There are many issues that unite different
communities in Wiltshire, including:
yy Lack of affordable housing
yy Need for more facilities for young people
yy Improving relationships between people of
different ages
yy Problems with public transport
yy Heavy goods vehicles going through villages
yy Speeding and pot-holes
yy Emergencies such as flooding
Area Boards will be a formal part of the Wiltshire
Council and will look at such issues and try to
find solutions. They will have authority to act as
a local arm of the council. Other organisations
providing public services – such as Health,
4

Fire and Emergency Services, the Police, Town
and Parish Councils - will also work with the
Area Boards. For example, the Police are keen
to work with Area Boards to further develop
neighbourhood policing.

Big ambitions for Wiltshire
There have been other developments in Wiltshire
which support these new arrangements. After a
review of voluntary organisations, there is now
a group to help them work with others such as
in the Wiltshire Assembly. This Assembly brings
together many people and organisations to
identify issues facing Wiltshire and find solutions.
It meets twice a year to discuss the impact of
changes on Wiltshire. These could be global,
national or regional changes. The Wiltshire
Assembly works together to keep the county in
good shape and wants to help build ‘resilient
communities’ across Wiltshire. But what are
‘resilient communities’? There could be quite
a few different ways of interpreting this. For
example, communities of people who are able
to help themselves and adapt to change and
the pressures of modern life, without having to
rely on others, such as local government. The
Wiltshire Assembly also talks about these being
communities where people do not feel left out.
These could also be communities where people
can build skills and knowledge to take action
and improve their quality of life. A generally
agreed definition of resilient communities is
that they are ones where people are active and
confident in voicing and addressing their own
needs and ambitions.
To help get this going, there is a Co-ordinating
Group which provides a bridge between the
Wiltshire Assembly and other groups such as
those looking at the economy, children and
young people, community safety, housing, the
environment etc. There is also a Public Service
Board that brings together the larger budget
holders in the county. They make sure that
government money is spent on local priorities.
The Wiltshire Assembly and the Public Service
Board have developed high-level plans after a
long period of consultation. There are quite a
few of these plans. These are some of the key
ones:
yy The Sustainable Community Strategy for
Wiltshire. This is an analysis of the quality

of life and wellbeing in the county. This is
being linked the Core Strategy, which is the
key planning document for Wiltshire. The
Core Strategy sets out the long-term ideas
for the area and the policies and proposals
that will make these ideas happen
yy The Local Agreement for Wiltshire. This
is an agreement between organisations
in Wiltshire to take action to improve
the quality of life in the county. In this
document is another agreement between
Wiltshire and central government, called
the Local Area Agreement. This sets out
the targets for improvement which are
important both to Wiltshire and central
government

“The Local Area Agreement,
inside the Local Agreement for
Wiltshire, is the only place where
targets are agreed between
central government and the
Council. The Local Agreement
for Wiltshire is where the most
important aims for Wiltshire are
tackled. Organisations have
committed to deliver the actions
within the Local Agreement for
Wiltshire and these actions will
form part of their main business.”

Fitting these plans together

How are these plans and agreements relevant
to local people and Area Boards? The aim is
to build stronger connections between these
high-level plans, people providing services and
what local people want. Details of all these
plans can be found by searching for the Local
Agreement for Wiltshire on the council’s website
(www.wiltshire.gov.uk). There is also information
on other plans, apart from building resilient
communities. These other plans are about
supporting people, economic growth, reducing
crime and tackling climate change. We will
need the involvement of Wiltshire people to
help achieve these plans. People need to take
responsibility for the solutions as well as the

problems. This may be especially true where
the solution involves challenging people’s
behaviours and views. This is not going to
happen if everything comes from the council.
So, on the one hand, Wiltshire’s new
arrangements for communities give power and
influence to them from the ‘top down’. On the
other hand, the Area Boards must also influence
policy-making from the ‘bottom up.’ It is
intended that there will be a strong two-way
exchange of ideas in the following way:
yy The Area Boards will identify and consider
local issues. Not all of these might be
solved through local action alone and many
issues will be common to all areas. It is
important that this local intelligence feeds
into the Local Agreement for Wiltshire. An
example of this is the ‘Credit Crunch Report’
produced by George Bright in 2009 – this
was a strategic report that needed
a local response. Area Boards will
be well placed to respond quickly
to these challenges through
practical local projects.
yy Members of the council’s
Cabinet will attend Area Board
meetings. This will make sure that
communities can ‘feed in’ concerns
about how the council’s policies are
working for them. This opportunity
will also give members a view of
how their policies affect people across
the county. In this way, policies can be
better shaped to reflect the needs of local
people. It will also be a way of seeing how
well policies have been put into practice.
Sometimes, these policies might require
changes or fine-tuning.
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What will success look like?
To make sure that Wiltshire’s communities
can be as strong and resilient, as possible,
the aim is that councillors are able to give
power to local communities. This is called
‘community empowerment’. Everyone seems
to have a different view of what community
empowerment actually means and how to
nurture it. Although some think it is jargon,
empowerment means that power, influence
and responsibility are shifted away from existing
centres of power into the hands of communities
and individual citizens. It should also mean that
there are strong relationships with the council
and those who provide public services, based on
confidence and trust.
What we need to be clear about is that
in Wiltshire we are trying to ‘plug local
communities into power’. This is done through
the Area Boards, where there will be a direct link
to what happens in a community area and local
people being able to have an influence over
those decisions. They will also be able to hold
decision-makers to account for the outcomes of
their decisions.

Feeling personally empowered

Empowerment is partly about involving local
people in what the council wants to help
achieve for the benefit of all, as well as helping
local people achieve what they want for their
area. There is a relationship too between the
collective empowerment of a local community
to make their
views heard and
the individual
empowerment of a
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person to have a voice. At a recent conference
run by David Towell and John O’Brien (who
are well-known figures in the field of social
care), older people and people with disabilities
discussed what it would be like to have good
and inclusive communities, where people felt
that they could make a contribution. They
identified that the following qualities need to be
recognised and taken into consideration to help
people feel included and able to contribute:
yy My contribution is welcome and so am I
yy I am able to contribute
yy I can see how to contribute
yy I can get what I need to make my 		
contribution
yy I can invite, welcome, encourage and 		
assist others to contribute
yy I belong to this place and act from 		
having a sense of responsibility for it
This means that there is fairness in making
sure that others are included and heard. It is
about including people and not leaving people
on the outside. People are invited to attend
and made welcome, taking into account any
particular arrangements they might need to
attend and take part. There is information
available to help people contribute
effectively. People are encouraged
to make connections with others
and follow up what happens to
the issues raised. During the past
year, research has been carried
out in Wiltshire by Professor Gerry
Stoker from the University of
Southampton to find out how to
improve participation and to judge
how well issues are weighed up.
The checklist below is to make sure
that, from an organisational point
of view, the council and its partners
support people to join in and make
a contribution so that they:
yy Can do; by having the resources
and knowledge to contribute
yy Like to; by having a sense of
attachment, involvement and
belonging
yy Enabled to; by being provided with
good opportunities to be involved

yy Asked to; by being invited and sometimes
supported to come along
yy Responded to; by seeing evidence of their
views being considered
Success will depend upon
building ways for individuals and
communities to come together to
work with Area Boards. It is also
about making sure it is possible
to do what comes out of these discussions
and decisions. Wiltshire Council is one of
the eighteen local authorities on the national
Network of Empowering Authorities and has
been working out what is needed to do this.
This will include changing the way organisations
work and are set up to make them responsive
to communities. It means that all agencies and
communities need to work together to identify
priorities and tackle them. Councillors need to
be supported as community leaders, helping
communities and agencies to work together,
and being highly visible and accountable
to local voters. Evidence is needed that
community empowerment results in more
efficient and effective services and stronger,
more democratic communities. Also community
empowerment has to provide more united,
inclusive communities and tackle inequalities.
Community empowerment therefore is thought
to be important because it can help to deliver:
yy Stronger communities; resilient communities
with strong social networks and active
citizens taking responsibility for their own
well-being
yy Better services; services informed and
influenced by communities so that they
meet needs effectively and efficiently
yy Vibrant democracy; representative
democracy improved through active
participation
Central government defines community
empowerment as ‘The giving of confidence,
skills and power to communities to shape and
influence what public bodies do for or with
them’. Contrastingly, a Scottish government
working party defines it as: ‘A process where
people work together to make change happen
in their communities by having more power and
influence over what happens to them’.

For any government, ‘community
empowerment’ is related to one of the ways
they measure local government by looking
at how many people feel they can influence
decisions in their locality. Local authorities
can then be compared using this measure,
like a league table. There are 198 of these
measurements nationally and all are about
quality of life, as they set standards for council
services. There are many measures which are
particularly linked to empowerment including:
yy Satisfaction with the local area
yy People feeling that they belong to their
neighbourhood
yy People in the area treating one another with
respect and consideration
yy People believing that people from different
backgrounds get on well together in their
local area
yy Level of civic participation in the local area
yy Level of participation in regular volunteering
yy Having an environment for a thriving ‘third
sector’ (voluntary organisations)
yy Emotional health of children
yy Satisfaction of people over 65 years with
home and their neighbourhood
yy Older people receiving support needed to
live independently at home
yy People feeling they have received fair
treatment by local services
yy People using public services feeling that they
have been treated with respect and dignity
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Communities feeling empowered

One way success will be judged is evidence
of high levels of performance against these
measures. It will be difficult to achieve
this. For instance, to be highly rated on
increasing people’s ability to have an influence,
means working out how people can engage
with services, local decision-making and
making policy. This will mean making these
opportunities for involvement genuine, open,
inviting, enjoyable and letting people know
what happened afterwards following their
contribution. These are all things the Area
Boards want to do. Our brand of community
empowerment in Wiltshire means giving some
‘teeth’ to Area Boards who will work closely
with community area partnerships, the wider
community and those who provide services.
People will be able to sort problems out on
the ground, whether through the town or
parish council or the council service working
directly with the Area Board. Another challenge
however, will be to help council staff to
contribute to community empowerment when
they work with local communities and Area
Boards without the fear of raising expectations
which they cannot meet.
Feedback in 2009 from the Council’s panel
of over 4,000 citizens in Wiltshire, ‘The
People’s Voice’, shows people want
a greater say and involvement.
About three quarters of the
panel said they would
like to attend a debate
on the state of the
area where
they
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live. Most people in the same survey also said
that the most important thing for the new Area
Boards to do is to hold people to account for
standards of service locally.

Finding out what is happening

Good, up-to-date and accurate information is
needed for such debates. This information will
be available in the form of local area profiles or
assessments, using information from a variety
of sources that will pull together a picture
of each area. This will include some of the
high level assessments for Wiltshire such as
the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment, which
is an assessment of the health and social care
needs of the County. Providing access to such
information is something all councils have to
do from April 2009, which is called the ‘duty
to involve’. This duty means showing that the
council understands the communities it serves
and their interests. It means making sure that
information and opportunities to be involved
are made easy and aimed at the right people.
Where appropriate, events to involve people
should be set up along with other organisations
and that local people should know how to get
involved.

Building on community planning in
Wiltshire
In Wiltshire there has been a good track record
over the past ten years of involving local people
through community planning. This has included
developing some really good community area
plans. Some of these plans were very successful
in being widely owned by the local community.
They helped to focus on and tackle priorities and
projects that have really made a difference to
the area.
In other areas, few people seemed to know
about the plans or worked on implementing
them. What seemed to make the difference was
having a strong community area partnership in
the area. Where there were these partnerships,
the community area plans were usually
very creatively presented with contributions
from across the community on issues about
culture, community safety, housing, health
and social care, transport, the economy and
the environment. They were used as to drive
the work of the community area partnership.
Achievements against the plans were closely
watched and reported each year. They were
useful in bidding for funds and also asking the
service providers in the council to take on board
local priorities. The community area plans will
continue to be of great value as a way to collect
and communicate what the priorities, issues and
challenges are in the local area, to Area Boards,
bodies such as the Wiltshire Assembly and those
who provide council services.

Wiltshire’s community area
partnerships
The community area partnerships will also
continue to have a key role in getting local
people involved in creating local solutions.
The Area Boards can be used, if needed, to
unblock barriers and support progress. These
community area partnerships are groups of
people coming together of their own accord
develop a plan for the area. A community area
partnership is a way for community planning
and involvement drawing from the widest range
of partners and individuals in each community
area to identify key issues, seek solutions and
the most appropriate means of delivering them.
While no two community area partnerships
will be the same, they have agreed standards

which all will work to. The community area
partnerships are set up with a clear description
of what the organisation is about. These ‘terms
of reference’ for the community area partnership
include the following but could also include
others:
yy Status and constitution arrangements
yy Management, structure and responsibilities
yy Eligibility and appointment for key posts
within the community area partnership
yy Clearly stated aims and objectives
yy Processes and procedures for achieving and
monitoring aims and objectives
yy Membership
yy Provision for annual general meeting
and general meetings
yy Developing and maintaining the
community area plan
yy Definition of the relationship
with the local Area Board
yy Financial arrangements
yy Dissolution
yy A mechanism for reviewing,
updating and modifying (if
necessary) the terms of reference,
at least annually, will be in place
Not all areas in Wiltshire yet have a community
area partnership, but most do. The council
continues to help local people form these
partnerships – mainly in the south of the
county. The community area partnerships are
still very much led by the local community.
These partnerships have established their own
support organisation, called the Wiltshire Forum
of Community Area Partnerships. Here they
can discuss and develop shared and consistent
ways of working. The idea is that there will be
twenty community area partnerships in Wiltshire
corresponding to twenty geographically defined
community areas.

How Wiltshire’s community areas
were identified

How were the twenty community areas agreed
in Wiltshire? Over ten years ago, a local
historian, John Chandler, was asked to identify
‘natural communities’ in Wiltshire. This made
sure that local government and other providers
of public services in Wiltshire could respond
9

to the needs of individual communities across
the county and understand their identities and
interests. In 1998, the research was published as
‘A Sense of Belonging: History, Community and
the New Wiltshire’. In this book, John Chandler
was keen to point out that if the idea of
communities, especially ‘natural communities’,
was to have any meaning, it was important
to try to define them and to draw boundaries
around them.

“We all live different lives and see our
world in different ways. But we can
perhaps all agree, and public opinion
research confirms, that most people
identify with some kind of community…
however defined this notion of
community must include decisionmaking about matters of common
concern. It follows that local democracy
will work best when it is attuned to the
communities with which people identify.”
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These boundaries that were looked at in
Wiltshire included geology and the shape of the
land, especially those that can erect barriers,
such as tracts of downlands and forest. Others
included the links provided by major roads and
railways, access to a local town and services,
local newspapers, common interests, networks
and memberships of clubs, where we shop
and work, catchment areas, patterns of travel,
leisure and commuting. As a result of this study,
twenty community areas in Wiltshire were
geographically defined, usually based around
the traditional market town with its surrounding
villages. While these may not exactly fit all
communities, this type of splitting up of
Wiltshire proved to be a useful way
to work. Strong identities emerged
in these community areas once
community planning took off. The
twenty community areas were
identified as Malmesbury, Wootton
Bassett and Cricklade, Calne,
Chippenham, Corsham, Melksham,
Bradford on Avon, Trowbridge, Devizes,
Pewsey, Marlborough, Tidworth and
Ludgershall, Amesbury, Downton
(Southern Area), Salisbury, Wilton,
Tisbury, Mere, Warminster and Westbury.

STRUCTURE

During 2008, there was a review of the electoral
boundaries in Wiltshire for the areas that the
98 new Councillors of Wiltshire Council will
represent. The County Council’s proposals for
these new boundaries were built on Wiltshire’s
twenty community areas. The review was to
make sure that each area would have roughly
the same number of voters, reflect community
identity and provide effective local government.
This Boundary Committee for England, which
is part of the Electoral Commission, carried
out the review. The Boundary Committee
is a committee responsible for carrying out
electoral reviews. The Electoral Commission
is an independent body set up by Parliament
to raise public confidence and participation
by promoting integrity, involvement and
effectiveness in the democratic process. After a
lot of consultation, areas with just one councillor

each were recommended by the review as it was
agreed that this would enable councillors to be
more effective ‘community champions’.
The Improvement and Development Agency,
which assists local government in training and
development, defines the role of councillors
as ‘community champions’ as one where they
can act as powerful advocates for their ward or
division and can make a difference by effectively
influencing the policies and decisions affecting
the area and services delivery to local people.
The new divisions and numbers of electors are
listed below. The number of electors in Wiltshire
is expected to rise to 362,351 by 2012. The
average number of electors per councillor will be
3,697 by 2012 – compared to 3,542 in 2009.

Table 1: Divisions, councillors and size of electorate for Wiltshire Council
Electoral Division

Name of
Elected
Councillor

Party

Winning
% of
Vote

Level of Electorate
Local
at June
Turnout 2009

Estimated
Electorate
by 2012

Aldbourne & Ramsbury

Chris
Humphries

Con

48.70%

50.70%

4,064

4,123

Alderbury & Whiteparish

Richard Britton

Con

58.30%

45.60%

3,402

3,413

Amesbury East

John Noeken

Con

50.20%

34.50%

3,585

3,361

Amesbury West

Fred
Westmoreland

Con

46.00%

38.30%

3,597

4,096

Bourne & Woodford Valley

Michael Hewitt

Con

60.20%

47.00%

3,478

3,478

Box & Colerne

Sheila Parker

Con

35.90%

50.00%

3,842

3,808

Bradford on Avon North

Rosemary Brown Lib Dem

59.20%

55.40%

3,790

3,799

Bradford on Avon South

Malcolm
Hewson

Lib Dem

64.00%

57.40%

3,800

3,950

Brinkworth

Toby Sturgis

Con

67.50%

51.30%

3,690

3,958

Bromham, Rowde & Potterne

Phillip Brown

Con

43.20%

44.80%

3,874

3,978

Bulford, Allington & Figheldean John Smale

Con

44.80%

37.40%

3,467

3,553

Burbage & The Bedwyns

Stuart Wheeler

Con

62.40%

43.60%

3,861

3,943

By Brook

Jane Scott

Con

67.90%

50.90%

3,392

3,514

Calne Central

Howard
Marshall

Lib Dem

48.90%

41.30%

3,247

3,616

Calne Chilvester & Abbard

Anthony
Trotman

Con

43.80%

39.00%

3,402

3,935

Calne North

Chuck Berry

Con

41.70%

30.20%

3,331

3,520

Calne Rural

Christine Crisp

Con

45.00%

47.60%

3,375

3,533

Calne South & Cherhill

Alan Hill

Con

53.20%

47.50%

3,732

3,764

Chippenham Cepen Park &
Derriads

Peter Hutton

Con

60.40%

41.00%

3,427

3,509

Chippenham Cepen Park &
Redlands

Nina Phillips

Con

58.10%

38.20%

3,528

3,365
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Electoral Division

Name of
Elected
Councillor

Party

Winning
% of
Vote

Level of Electorate
Local
at June
Turnout 2009

Estimated
Electorate
by 2012

Chippenham Hardenhuish

Paul Darby

Lib Dem

62.30%

46.60%

3,418

3,732

Chippenham Hardens &
England

William
Douglas

Lib Dem

50.90%

36.40%

3,155

3,261

Chippenham Lowden & Rowden Judith Rooke

Lib Dem

39.00%

35.60%

3,357

3,927

Chippenham Monkton

Chris Caswill

Lib Dem

69.20%

55.20%

2,808

3,597

Chippenham Pewsham

Mark Packard

Lib Dem

55.10%

43.10%

3,389

3,600

Chippenham Queens & Sheldon Desna Allen

Lib Dem

51.00%

40.30%

3,401

3,503

Corsham Pickwick & Rudloe

Alan Macrae

Con

34.40%

40.60%

3,776

4,152

Corsham Town

Peter Davis

Con

37.80%

54.70%

3,812

3,962

Corsham Without & Box Hill

Dick Tonge

Con

62.20%

49.60%

3,911

4,009

Cricklade & Latton

Peter Colmer

Lib Dem

34.50%

47.30%

3,906

4,040

Devizes & Roundway South

Jane Burton

DG

35.90%

43.20%

3,551

3,555

Devizes East

Nigel Carter

DG

34.30%

34.50%

3,118

3,398

Devizes North

Jeffrey Ody

DG

31.80%

40.90%

2,935

3,336

Downton & Ebble Valley

Julian Johnson

Con

54.50%

45.20%

3,606

3,682

Durrington & Larkhill

Graham Wright Lib Dem

59.50%

40.10%

4,427

4,025

Ethandune

Julie Swabey

Con

60.90%

45.90%

3,596

3,592

Fovant & Chalke Valley

Josephine
Green

Con

71.60%

49.20%

3,432

3,436

Hilperton

Ernie Clark

Ind

77.20%

50.10%

3,624

3,706

Holt & Staverton

Trevor Carbin

Lib Dem

55.50%

45.80%

3,186

3,430

Kington

Howard
Greenman

Con

67.00%

49.00%

3,590

3,907

Laverstock Ford & Old Sarum

Ian McLennan

Lab

47.60%

49.60%

2,763

3,423

Ludgershall & Perham Down

Christopher
Williams

Con

51.70%

31.90%

3,577

4,023

Lyneham

Allison Bucknell Con

62.00%

40.10%

3,615

3,599

Malmesbury

Simon Killane

Lib Dem

45.20%

49.20%

3,697

4,260

Marlborough East

Peggy Dow

Lib Dem

52.20%

40.10%

3,040

3,369

Marlborough West

Nicholas Fogg

Ind

58.40%

50.00%

3,032

3,248

Melksham Central

Stephen Petty

Lib Dem

45.40%

32.70%

3,729

3,852

Melksham North

Rod Eaton

Con

51.20%

31.50%

3,317

3,422

Melksham South

John Hubbard

Lib Dem

63.90%

44.20%

3,954

4,078

Melksham Without North

Mark Griffiths

Con

56.90%

46.40%

3,429

3,490

Melksham Without South

Roy While

Con

41.40%

37.30%

3,701

4,018

Mere

George Jeans

Ind

54.20%

61.40%

3,566

3,680

Minety

Carole Soden

Con

74.70%

51.10%

3,836

4,012

Nadder & East Knoyle

Bridget
Wayman

Con

51.20%

51.60%

3,490

3,559

Pewsey

Jeremy Kunkler

Con

50.20%

47.30%

3,695

3,889

Pewsey Vale

Robert Hall

Con

44.30%

47.90%

3,591

3,658

Purton

Jacqueline Lay

Con

52.40%

43.50%

3,304

3,399

Redlynch & Landford

Leo Randall

Con

64.80%

44.40%

3.726

3.739

Roundway

Laura Mayes

Con

45.00%

38.70%

2,993

3,441

Salisbury Bemerton

Richard Rogers

Lab

37.10%

30.50%

4,028

4,109

Salisbury Fisherton &
Bemerton Village

Christopher
Cochrane

Con

38.80%

36.40%

3,504

3,528

Salisbury Harnham

Brian Dalton

Lib Dem

45.70%

44.00%

3,705

3,736
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Electoral Division

Name of
Elected
Councillor

Party

Winning
% of
Vote

Level of Electorate
Local
at June
Turnout 2009

Estimated
Electorate
by 2012

Salisbury St Edmund & Milford Paul Sample

Lib Dem

54.90%

41.30%

3,749

3,622

Salisbury St Francis & Stratford

Mary Douglas

Con

53.70%

46.60%

4,091

3,990

Salisbury St Mark’s &
Bishopdown

Bill Moss

Con

38.00%

41.60%

3,410

3,364

Salisbury St Martin’s &
Cathedral

John Brady

Con

31.20%

44.80%

4,326

4,056

Salisbury St Paul’s

Richard Clewer

Con

27.20%

36.90%

3,525

3,674

Sherston

John Thomson

Con

69.90%

50.70%

3,669

3,925

Southwick

Tony Phillips

Con

59.90%

39.80%

3,384

3,420

Summerham & Seend

Jonathon Seed

Con

54.90%

53.70%

3,504

3,503

The Collingbournes &
Netheravon

Charles
Howard

Con

53.50%

46.20%

3,365

3,442

The Lavingtons & Erlestoke

Richard
Gamble

Con

48.40%

46.40%

4,134

4,149

Tidworth

Mark Connolly

Con

67.30%

23.20%

3,642

4,184

Till & Wylye Valley

Ian West

Lib Dem

55.70%

54.20%

3,523

3,452

Tisbury

Anthony Deane Con

52.00%

45.00%

3,430

3,426

Trowbridge Adcroft

Tom James

Ind

35.60%

36.90%

3,196

3,518

Trowbridge Central

John Knight

Lib Dem

67.50%

30.80%

3,435

3,495

Trowbridge Drynham

Graham Payne

Con

62.70%

32.10%

3,182

3,410

Trowbridge Grove

Jeff Osborn

Lib Dem

67.50%

35.50%

3,404

3,435

Trowbridge Lambrok

Helen Osborn

Lib Dem

56.10%

34.50%

3,616

3,560

Trowbridge Park

Peter Fuller

Con

42.80%

30.80%

3,263

3,358

Trowbridge Paxcroft

Stephen
Oldrieve

Lib Dem

62.50%

39.30%

2,778

3,518

Urchfont & The Cannings

Lionel Grundy

Con

37.70%

50.40%

3,380

3,621

Warminster Broadway

Keith
Humphries

Con

40.90%

40.60%

3,671

3,886

Warminster Copheap & Wylye

Christopher
Newbury

Ind

49.70%

45.20%

3,671

3,725

Warminster East

Andrew Davis

Con

44.70%

39.50%

3,998

4,007

Warminster West

Pip Ridout

Con

46.80%

32.60%

3,846

4,154

Warminster Without

Fleur De RhePhilipe

Con

61.90%

46.80%

3,443

3,395

West Selkley

Jemima Milton

Con

49.70%

46.40%

3,401

3,515

Westbury North

David Jenkins

Lib Dem

47.70%

32.10%

3,323

3,661

Westbury East

Michael
CuthbertMurray

Ind

31.20%

37.30%

3,682

3,851

Westbury West

Russell Hawker

Ind

48.30%

27.10%

3,600

3,748

Wilton & Lower Wylye Valley

Richard Beattie

Con

39.10%

43.00%

3,648

3,955

Winsley & Westwood

Linda Conley

Con

48.90%

49.80%

3,409

3,413

Winterslow

Christopher
Devine

Con

68.80%

51.30%

3,093

3,050

Wootton Bassett East

Mollie Groom

Con

70.50%

41.00%

3,640

3,994

Wootton Bassett North

William Roberts Con

51.20%

37.10%

3,627

3,602

Wootton Bassett South

Peter Doyle

41.90%

41.80%

3,876

4,182

Total

98

347,108

362,128

Con
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Defining the boundaries for Area
Boards
A report was presented to the Implementation
Executive in March 2009 on the boundaries for
Area Boards. It was agreed that there should
be a ‘once and for all’ review of the community
area boundaries, trying to have as few changes
as possible to the existing community areas that
have served Wiltshire well for over ten years.
The aim was to
create Area Boards
with a minimum
of four members
and not to split up
electoral divisions
between areas
or cutting off of
individual parishes.
Informal
consultation on
the Area Board
boundaries began
in September
2008. This involved
discussions in
areas most likely
to be affected
(areas where
electoral divisions
did not align
with the existing
community areas).
This suggested
that in most
parts of Wiltshire,
boundary changes
would be relatively
straightforward.
However, it did
highlight areas
where a simple
solution would not
be so easy – Pewsey
and Tidworth
and, to a lesser
degree, the Mere,
Tisbury and Wilton
area. Based on
these informal
soundings, a fullscale consultation
exercise with
14

County and District Councillors, Town and
Parish Councils and other interested parties and
local people was undertaken between December
2008 and February 2009. The consultation
paper contained a map setting out proposed
boundaries and drew attention to specific
questions in Pewsey/Tidworth and the Mere,
Tisbury and Wilton areas.

Selected option

The Implementation Executive selected an
option with a three-member Area Board for
Pewsey (with Pewsey, Pewsey Vale and Burbage
and the Bedwyns electoral divisions) and a
three-member Area Board for Tidworth (with
Tidworth, Ludgershall and Collingbourne and
Netheravon electoral divisions). It was not
known if this would work with only 3 members
on each Area Board. The Joint Overview and
Scrutiny Transition Board agreed that if the three
unitary councillors attend each meeting, this
would be acceptable. With careful planning of
the meetings this should be possible, except for
unforeseen illness or other unavoidable absence.
To get round this problem, it is suggested that
the Tidworth and Pewsey Area Boards will need
a special arrangement – to enable a member
from either Area Board to attend and vote
in the case of any member being unable to
attend (due notice will be required). For legal
purposes, Pewsey and Tidworth would be set
up as a single area committee with two subcommittees (the two Area Boards) comprising
the three members from the respective areas,
each with three named deputies – drawn from
the neighbouring Area Board.
It was agreed to create a single Area Board to
serve the Mere, Tisbury and Wilton community
areas and that this would be called the South
West Wiltshire Area Board. It was also agreed
that, subject to moving the Summerham and
Seend electoral division from Trowbridge to
the Melksham Area Board, the Area Boards
and community area boundaries be confirmed
as set out in the map. The Implementation
Executive decided that each Town and Parish
Council would be provided with a seat on the
Area Board to which their electoral division
is attached, but it is to be made clear that all
Parish Councillors from any parish would be
welcomed at these meetings. Town and Parish
Councils (and other local organisations and
individuals) are free to attend and take part in
meetings, activities and events of neighbouring
Area Boards and community area partnerships
where they so wish. Table 2 sets out the
parishes, divisions and population covered by
the Area Boards, together with the councillors
and support for each Area Board.
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Table 2: Area Boards – Divisions, Parishes, Councillors and Support
Senior Management Team
Service Director, Community Leadership and Governance: Niki Lewis
Head of Community Governance: Steve Milton
Corporate Advisor, Community Leadership and Governance: Julie Martin
Area Board and Member Support Manager: Marie Todd
Head of Democratic Services: John Quinton
Area Boards: North Locality
Team Leader: Richard Rogers
Community area partnership officer: Julia Stacey
Administrative support: Angela Sutcliffe, Claire Tallentire, Jo Smith
Area Board (18)
North Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
North Locality (33)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
North Locality (78)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Calne Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (5)
Calne Rural

Parishes (7)
Calne Without

3,123

Christine Crisp, Chuck Berry,
Anthony Trotman, Howard
Marshall, Alan Hill

Calne North

Bremhill

951

Calne Chilvester & Abberd

Hilmarton

744

Calne Central

Heddington

462

Calne South & Cherhill

Cherhill

732

Compton Bassett

232

Calne

14,980

Community area manager:
Jane Vaughan
Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: Debs Farrow
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Total
21,224

Area Board (18)
North Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
North Locality (33)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
North Locality (78)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Chippenham Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (10)
By Brook

Parishes (16)
Grittleton

507

Jane Scott, Nina Phillips, Peter
Hutton, Paul Darby, Chris
Caswill, Desna Allen, William
Douglas, Judith Rooke, Mark
Packard, Howard Greenman

Chippenham Cepen Park &
Redlands

Biddestone

458

North Wraxall

351

Chippenham Cepen Park &
Derriads

Chippenham

29,658

Chippenham Without

3,752

Langley Burrell Without

1,903

Nettleton

617

Castle Combe

337

Kington St. Michael

719

Kington Langley

792

Chippenham Lowdon and
Rowden

Stanton St. Quintin

1,071

Hullavington

1,274

Chippenham Pewsham

Sutton Benger

1,032

Kington

Seagry

320

Yatton Keynell

800

Christian Malford

751

Community area manager:
Vicky Welsh
Democratic services officer:
Julia Densham
Service director: Parvis
Khansari

Chippenham Hardenhuish
Chippenham Monkton
Chippenham Queens &
Sheldon
Chippenham Hardens
and England

Total
44,342
Corsham Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (4)
Box and Colerne

Parishes (4)
Box

3,523

Sheila Parker, Dick Tonge,
Alan Macrae, Peter Davis

Corsham without & Box Hill

Corsham

12,395

Corsham Pickwick and
Rudloe

Colerne

2,998

Lacock

1,045

Community area manager:
Dave Roberts

Corsham Town

Total
19,961

Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: Sian Walker
Malmesbury Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:
Carole Soden, Toby Sturgis,
Simon Killane, John Thomson
Community area manager:
Miranda Gilmour
Democratic services officer:
Julia Densham
Service director: Jackie White

Electoral Divisions (4)
Minety

Parishes (20)
Ashton Keynes

1,399

Brinkworth

Brinkworth

1,275

Malmesbury

Brokenborough

174

Sherston

Charlton

447

Crudwell

1,110

Dauntsey

596

Easton Grey

100
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Area Board (18)
North Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
North Locality (33)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
North Locality (78)

Malmesbury Area Board

Electoral Divisions (4)

Parishes (20)
Great Somerford
Hankerton
Lea and Cleverton
Leigh
Little Somerford
Luckington
Malmesbury
Minety
Norton
Oaksey
Sherston
Sopworth
St. Paul Malmesbury Without

Population
by Parish
(2009)

820
283
795
395
382
594
5,045
1,576
122
525
1,550
109
1,823
Total
19,120

Marlborough Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (4)
Aldbourne & Ramsbury

Chris Humphries, Peggy Dow, Marlborough East
Nicholas Fogg, Jemima Milton Marlborough West
Community area manager:
Alison Sullivan
Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: James Cawley

West Selkley

Parishes (19)
Aldbourne

1,793

Avebury

474

Baydon

584

Berwick Bassett

55

Broad Hinton

644

Chilton Foliat

386

East Kennett

110

Froxfield

362

Fyfield

205

Marlborough

8,537

Mildenhall

449

Ogbourne St. Andrew

383

Ogbourne St. George

483

Preshute

183

Ramsbury

1,940

Savernake

265

West Overton

646

Winterbourne Bassett

154

Winterbourne Monkton

146
Total
17,799
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Area Board (18)
North Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
North Locality (33)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
North Locality (78)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Wootton Bassett and
Cricklade Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (6)

Parishes (12)

Cricklade and Latton

Lyneham and Bradenstoke

5,461

Peter Colmer, Jacqueline
Lay, Mollie Groom, William
Roberts, Peter Doyle, Allison
Bucknell

Purton

Wootton Bassett

10,934

Wootton Bassett East

Lydiard Tregoze

455

Wootton Bassett North

Lydiard Millicent

1,550

Wootton Bassett South

Purton

4,047

Community area manager:
Karen Scott

Lyneham

Marston Maisey

172

Clyffe Pypard

286

Democratic services officer:
Julia Densham

Broad Town

597

Braydon

47

Service director: Laurie Bell

Cricklade

4,268

Latton

548

Tockenham

226
Total
28,591

Area Boards: Central Locality
Team Leader: Peter Dunford
Community area partnership officer: to be appointed
Administrative support: Margaret Tipper

Area Board (18)
Central Locality Team (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
Towns and Parishes &
Central Locality Team (33) Parish Groups (260)
Central Locality Team (75)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Bradford on Avon Area Board Electoral Divisions (4)
Wiltshire Council councillors: Holt & Staverton

Parishes (9)
Limpley Stoke

629

Trevor Carbin, Linda Conley,
Rosemary Brown, Malcolm
Hewson

Winsley & Westwood

Winsley

1,942

Bradford on Avon North

Monkton Farleigh

460

Bradford on Avon South

Bradford-on-Avon

9,303

Holt

1,585

South Wraxall

432

Democratic services officer:
Kevin Fielding

Wingfield

294

Westwood

1,110

Service director: Richard
Parker

Staverton

1,538

Community area manager:
Elly Townshend

Total
17,293
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Area Board (18)
Central Locality Team (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
Towns and Parishes &
Central Locality Team (33) Parish Groups (260)
Central Locality Team (75)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Devizes Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (7)
The Lavingtons & Erlestoke

Parishes(18)
All Cannings

615

Richard Gamble, Phillip
Brown, Lionel Grundy, Laura
Mayes, Nigel Carter, Jeffrey
Ody, Jane Burton

Bromham, Rowde and
Potterne

Bishops Cannings

1,653

Bromham

1,867

Urchfont & The Cannings

Cheverell Magna

623

Roundway

Cheverell Parva

141

Devizes East

Devizes

11,702

Devizes North

Easterton

618

Devizes & Roundway South

Erlestoke

626

Etchilhampton

146

Market Lavington

2,315

Marston

163

Potterne

1,617

Roundway

4,237

Rowde

1,184

Stert

150

Urchfont

996

West Lavington

1,345

Worton

577

Community area manager:
Jonathan Gale
Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: Mandy
Bradley

Total
31,025
Melksham Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (6)
Melksham Without North

Parishes (11)
Melksham Without

7,005

Atworth

1,318

Broughton Gifford

794

Melksham

14,542

Melksham South

Steeple Ashton

917

Summerham and Seend

Bulkington

268

Democratic services officer:
Kevin Fielding

Keevil

444

Great Hinton

180

Service director: Lyn Gaskin

Poulshot

377

Semington

952

Seend

1,081

Mark Griffiths, Roy While, Rod Melksham Without South
Eaton, Stephen Petty, John
Melksham North
Hubbard, Jonathon Seed
Melksham Central
Community area manager:
Abbi Gutierrez

Total
27,878
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Area Board (18)
Central Locality Team (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
Towns and Parishes &
Central Locality Team (33) Parish Groups (260)
Central Locality Team (75)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Pewsey Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (3)
Pewsey Vale

Parishes (26)
Alton

254

Robert Hall, Jeremy Kunkler,
Stuart Wheeler

Pewsey

Beechingstoke

154

Burbage & The Bedwyns

Charlton St Peter

87

Chirton

399

Easton

270

Huish

43

Manningford

382

Marden

121

Milton Lilbourne

502

North Newnton

432

Patney

148

Pewsey

3,508

Rushall

156

Stanton St. Bernard

173

Upavon

1,156

Wilcot

515

Wilsford

56

Woodborough

262

Wootton Rivers

241

Burbage

1,660

Buttermere

39

Grafton

630

Ham

147

Great Bedwyn

1,310

Little Bedwyn

278

Shalbourne

542

Community area manager:
Caroline Brailey
Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: to be agreed

Total
13,462
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Area Board (18)
Central Locality Team (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
Towns and Parishes &
Central Locality Team (33) Parish Groups (260)
Central Locality Team (75)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Trowbridge Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (9)
Hilperton

Parishes (5)
Hilperton

4,686

Ernie Clark, Tom James, Helen
Osborn, John Knight, Jeff
Osborn, Stephen Oldrieve,
Peter Fuller, Graham Payne,
Tony Phillips

Trowbridge Addcroft

North Bradley

1,784

Trowbridge Lambrook

Southwick

1,872

Trowbridge Central

Trowbridge

30,984

Trowbridge Grove

West Ashton

647

Community area manager:
to be appointed

Trowbridge Park

Democratic services officer:
Kevin Fielding

Southwick

Total
39,973

Trowbridge Paxcroft
Trowbridge Drynham

Service director: Martin
Donovan
Westbury Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (4)
Ethandune

Parishes (6)
Edington

773

Julie Swabey, Michael
Cuthbert-Murray, David
Jenkins, Russell Hawker

Westbury East

Dilton Marsh

1,927

Westbury North

Westbury

14,053

Westbury West

Bratton

1,214

Coulston

154

Heywood

795

Community area manager:
Rachel Efemy
Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: Alan Feist
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Total
18,916

Area Boards: South Locality
Team Leader: Mary Cullen
Community area partnership officer: to be appointed
Administrative support: Ruth Davis

Area Board (18)
South Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
South Locality (32)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
South Locality (107)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Amesbury Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (6)
Amesbury East

Parishes (22)
Bulford

5,128

John Noeken, Fred
Westmoreland, Ian West,
Graham Wright, John Smale,
Michael Hewitt

Amesbury West

Allington

471

Till & Wylye Valley

Amesbury

9,638

Durrington & Larkhill

Berwick St. James

184

Bulford, Allington &
Figheldean

Cholderton

196

Durnford

324

Bourne & Woodford Valley

Durrington

7,791

Democratic services officer:
Lisa Moore

Figheldean

647

Great Wishford

329

Service director: Mark Smith

Idmiston

1,942

Milston

131

Newton Tony

380

Orcheston

336

Shrewton

1,776

Stapleford

266

Steeple Langford

508

Tilshead

337

Wilsford cum Lake

103

Winterbourne

1,290

Winterbourne Stoke

207

Woodford

435

Wylye

429

Community area manager:
to be appointed

Total
32,848
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Area Board (18)
South Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
South Locality (32)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
South Locality (107)

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Salisbury Area Board
Wiltshire Council councillors:

Electoral Divisions (8)
Salisbury St Francis &
Stratford

City (1)
Salisbury

39,605

Mary Douglas, Richard
Rogers, Christopher
Cochrane, Richard Clewer,
Bill Moss, Paul Sample, John
Brady, Brian Dalton, (Ian
McLennan)
Community area manager:
Marianna Dodd
Democratic services officer:
to be appointed
Service director: to be agreed

Salisbury Bemerton
Salisbry Fisherton &
Bemerton Village
Salisbury St Paul’s

Including Hampton Park
which is part of Laverstock
& Ford (494 households
– estimated population of
1,235)

1,235
Total
40,840

Salisbury St Mark’s &
Bishopdown
Salisbury St Edmund &
Milford
Salisbury St Martin’s &
Cathedral
Salisbury Harnham

Southern Wiltshire Area Board Electoral Divisions (5)
Wiltshire Council councillors: Winterslow

Parishes (15)
Coombe Bissett

639

Christopher Devine, Richard
Britton, Leo Randall, Julian
Johnson, Ian McLennan

Alderbury & Whiteparish

Downton

2,882

Redlynch & Landford

Britford

543

Downton & Ebble Valley

Redlynch

3,451

Laverstock, Ford & Old
Sarum

Odstock

602

Alderbury

2,155

Democratic services officer:
Lisa Moore

Grimstead

530

West Dean

233

Service director: to be agreed

Clarendon Park

253

Pitton and Farley

741

Firsdown

554

Winterslow

2,009

Landford

1,136

Whiteparish

1,448

Community area manager:
Tom Bray

Laverstock and Ford (less
3,638
Hampton Park which is under Total
Salisbury above ie 4,873 20,814
1,235)
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Area Board (18)
South Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
South Locality (32)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
South Locality (107)

South West Wiltshire Area Board

Electoral Divisions (5)

Parishes (38)

Wiltshire Council councillors:

Mere

Alvediston

108

George Jeans, Bridget Wayman,
Anthony Deane, Josephine Green,
Richard Beattie

Nadder & East Knoyle

Ansty

118

Tisbury

Barford St. Martin

572

Fovant & Chalke Valley

Berwick St. John

392

Wilton & Lower Wylye

Berwick St. Leonard

46

Bishopstone

615

Democratic services officer:
to be appointed

Bower Chalke

379

Broad Chalke

654

Service director: Graham Hogg

Burcombe Without

146

Chicklade

69

Chilmark

471

Compton Chamberlayne

98

Dinton

624

Donhead St. Andrew

441

Donhead St. Mary

1,241

East Knoyle

667

Ebbesborne Wake

228

Fonthill Bishop

81

Fonthill Gifford

116

Fovant

697

Hindon

503

Kilmington

299

Mere

2,936

Netherhampton

546

Quidhampton

405

Sedgehill and Semley

661

South Newton

761

Stourton with Gasper

197

Stratford Toney

43

Sutton Mandeville

223

Swallowcliffe

185

Teffont

246

Tisbury

2,222

Tollard Royal

120

West Knoyle

156

West Tisbury

600

Wilton

3,817

Zeals

691

Community area manager:
Richard Munro

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Total
22,374
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Area Board (18)
South Locality (6)

Electoral Divisions (98)
South Locality (32)

Towns and Parishes &
Parish Groups (260)
South Locality (107)

Tidworth Area Board

Electoral Divisions (3)

Parishes (11)

Wiltshire Council councillors:

Tidworth

Chute

300

Mark Connolly, Christopher
Williams, Charles Howard

Ludgershall & Perham Down

Chute Forest

133

The Collingbournes &
Netheravon

Collingbourne Ducis

834

Collingbourne Kingston

416

Enford

576

Democratic services officer:
Lisa Moore

Everleigh

204

Fittleton

295

Service director: Alistair
Cunningham

Ludgershall

3,966

Netheravon

1,104

Tidcombe and Fosbury

81

Tidworth

8,375

Community area manager:
Val Powley

Population
by Parish
(2009)

Total
16,284
Warminster Area Board

Electoral Divisions (5)

Parishes (20)

Wiltshire Council councillors:

Warminster Broadway

Bishopstrow

104

Keith Humphries, Andrew Davis,
Pip Ridout, Fleur De Rhe-Philipe,
Christopher Newbury

Warminster East

Boyton

172

Warminster West

Brixton Deverill

85

Waminster Without

Chapmanslade

640

Warminster Copheap & Wylye

Chitterne

287

Codford

812

Democratic services officer: to be
appointed

Corsley

684

Heytesbury

721

Service director: Barry Pirie

Horningsham

404

Kingston Deverill

243

Knook

84

Longbridge Deverill

850

Maiden Bradley with Yarnfield

350

Norton Bavant

106

Sherrington

51

Stockton

178

Sutton Veny

699

Upton Lovell

177

Upton Scudamore

309

Warminster

17,815

Community area manager:
Katharine Dew

Total
24,771
Service directors with a roving role: Ian Gibbons, Sharon Britton, Brad Fleet, Tracy Carter, Niki Lewis
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REPRESENTATION

This section of the handbook is about who is
on an Area Board and their role. Many people
commented on this section with some people
adding to the list of who they thought should
be included in an Area Board and others
questioning who should be allowed to vote or
not. In terms of representation, the main thing
is that everyone wants to see a system that is
fair, democratic, trustworthy and able to make
a real difference. Table 3 sets out the number of
councillors on each Area Board

Table 3: Number of councillors on
each Area Board
Area
Chippenham Area Board
Trowbridge Area Board
Salisbury Area Board
Devizes Area Board
Wootton Bassett and Cricklade
Area Board
Amesbury Area Board
Melksham Area Board
Calne Area Board
Warminster Area Board
Southern Wiltshire Area Board
South West Wiltshire Area Board
Marlborough Area Board
Malmesbury Area Board
Corsham Area Board
Bradford on Avon Area Board
Westbury Area Board
Pewsey Area Board
Tidworth Area Board
18 Area Boards

Councillors
10
9
8
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
98

The role and functions of Area Boards is covered
in Wiltshire Council’s Constitution which states
that the Council will establish eighteen Area
Boards to promote the development of stronger
and more resilient communities across the
twenty community areas in Wiltshire. The Area
Boards will be constituted as area committees
to enable them to exercise local, efficient,
transparent and accountable decision making in
accordance with arrangements delegated by the

Leader of the Council. Area Boards are subject
to the Access to Information Procedure Rules in
Part 5 of the Council’s Constitution.

Composition of the Area Boards
The Area Boards are appointed by the Council
under section 102 of the Local Government Act
1972 and are constituted as area committees
within the meaning of Section 18 of the
Local Government Act 2000 and regulations
made under that section for the purpose
of discharging functions delegated by the
executive as set out below.
In the event of a Member being elected
following a by-election, the Head of Democratic
Services has delegated authority to appoint the
Member to the relevant Area Board and Council
be asked to ratify the appointment at its next
available meeting.
Area Boards are established for the areas as set
out in table 2 of this handbook and presented in
the Constitution.
Pewsey and Tidworth are established as a single
area committee with two sub-committees, each of
which operate as an Area Board known as Pewsey
Area Board and Tidworth Area Board respectively.

Role of Area Boards
The purpose of Area Boards is to promote the
development of stronger and more resilient
communities across Wiltshire’s community areas
through:
yy Efficient, transparent and accountable
decision making
yy Effective collaboration with public, voluntary
and private sector partners locally to meet
the aspirations of local people
yy Shaping the delivery of local services
yy Addressing local issues
yy Building community leadership and local
engagement

Function of Area Boards
Each Area Board will have the following
functions in connection with their local area:
yy To provide a focus for community leadership, local
influence and delegated decision-making, through
the democratic mandate of elected councillors
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Membership and Representation
Each Area Board will comprise the following
membership:
The elected unitary councillors representing the
electoral divisions covered by the Area Board,
as set out in table 2 (and Schedule 1 of the
Constitution).
An elected representative from each town or
parish council within the area covered by the
Area Board as shown in table 2 (and Schedule 1
of the Constitution). This may include co-opted
members of the Town and Parish Councils.
yy To influence the allocation of resources and
delivery of public services in the community
area in order to pursue local priorities and issues
yy To bring together key service providers and the
local community into a coherent cycle, linked
to budget and decision-making processes
yy To consider current conditions and future
priorities through an annual state of the
community area debate
yy To publish a Local Area Assessment setting out
the agreed priorities for action arising from the
state of the community area debate
yy To determine budget priorities and spend within
the revenue budget allocated by the Cabinet
yy To agree a framework for consultations carried out
in the community area on behalf of the Council
yy To provide feedback on major statutory
consultations on behalf of the community area
yy To allocate core funding for the operation of
the community area partnership and project
funding for identified community priorities
yy To develop participatory budgeting processes
and to be instrumental in supporting and
developing funding applications to external
bodies and funding streams
yy To provide excellent two-way communications
for the community area about public service
provision and to the Council and Cabinet about
the implementation and effectiveness of policies
yy To publish and maintain a Forward Plan of
forthcoming agenda items to give members,
the public, parishes and the media adequate
notice of the issues that are to be considered
yy To consider issues referred to the Area Board by
town and parish councils, partners and the public
yy To establish task and finish groups to examine
specific issues.
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Representatives from the following groups and
organisations:
yy Local neighbourhood policing team
(Inspector with a Sergeant as deputy)
yy Wiltshire National Health Service
yy Housing Association or housing officer
yy Community Area Partnership
yy Community area young people’s issues group
yy Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service
yy Other groups, including (but not limited
to) the military, users groups such as the
Wiltshire and Swindon User Group, Wiltshire
Involvement Network, partnership boards,
minority ethnic groups, older people’s
groups, colleges, school councils, governors,
local businesses, Chamber of Commerce,
cultural organisations, Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty groups
The Chair and Vice Chair of each Area Board
will be appointed immediately after the
Annual Meeting of the Council by the unitary
councillors on the Area Board concerned.
A member of Wiltshire Council’s Cabinet will
attend Area Boards across the county on a
rotating basis. Cabinet members attending the
Area Board will not have voting rights. For the
avoidance of doubt a Cabinet Member is entitled
to vote as a standing member of the Area Board
in which their electoral division is located.
A service director from Wiltshire Council will
be assigned to an Area Board and corporate
directors will attend as and when required.
Their role is to advise and assist the Area Board
as set out in the Area Board handbook.

No substitutes are permitted for unitary
councillors on Area Boards.

easier for the public to hold them to account
locally for their decisions and actions.

The Pewsey and Tidworth Area Committee will
appoint a named deputy for each of the three
unitary councillors on the Pewsey Area Board and
the Tidworth Area Board, drawn from the Tidworth
Area Board and the Pewsey Area Board respectively.

The success of the Area Boards will hinge on
the active and enthusiastic participation of all
local councillors. For this reason a simple and
convenient training and development programme
for councillors will be developed in consultation
with them. To keep the independence of the
community area partnerships and to avoid
conflicts of interest for councillors, Area Board
members should not put themselves up to chair
the local community area partnership.

Voting
Only the elected unitary councillors on the
Area Board may vote on matters involving the
discharge of executive functions within the scope
of the delegation to Area Boards set out below.
Voting is by a majority of the voting members
present. The Chair of the Area Board has the
casting vote.
Area Boards will seek to reach decisions
by consensus where possible, involving all
participants. The Area Board may decide to test
opinion by a show of hands before the unitary
councillors make their decision. All test of
option and votes will be recorded and open to
public inspection.

Quorum
The quorum for each Area Board is one quarter
of its total voting membership, subject to a
minimum number of three voting members

Procedure Rules and Guidance
Area Boards will follow the procedure rules and
guidance contained in the Area Board handbook,
as varied from time to time by the Leader.

The leadership role of councillors on
an Area Board
It is clear from the pilot work that Area Boards
will help councillors develop a meaningful
community leadership role. It will give them
more opportunities to be in touch directly with
local people and local issues. It will put them
at the heart of local decision-making and give
them wider responsibility for looking after the
wellbeing of the area. Councillors will have
more power to influence the way local services
are provided. They will be better placed to
respond to issues as they crop up in the area.
However, councillors will also be under the
spotlight as never before and it will be much

Chairing Area Boards
Effective chairing will be very important in
making the Area Boards a success. Councillors
who are elected to chair the Area Board
will receive high levels of support from the
community area manager and the local
democratic services officer. In return, they will
be expected to:
yy Act as a spokesperson and advocate for the
Area Board
yy Chair meetings in a new informal and
carefully reasoned manner
yy Work with service providers, partners and
local groups
yy Chair problem-solving and consultative
meetings
yy Review issues and requests for action
yy Oversee the work of the community area
manager and the democratic services officer
and work closely with them
yy Represent the area at the Wiltshire Assembly
yy Represent the Area Board at civic functions
and events
yy Make themselves available for interview and
media relations
yy Evaluate their performance in the light of
public feedback.
yy Be in touch with the councillors chairing
Area Boards in other areas and also with the
chairs of the community area partnerships
This is a demanding but rewarding role. Many
of the councillors who chaired the pilot Area
Boards said how they had enjoyed the new
role. A lot of the success of the Area Boards will
rest on their shoulders. For this reason training
and development for councillors chairing Area
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Boards is essential. It should be accepted as
an ongoing requirement of the role. A regular
meeting has been established for all the people
chairing Area Boards and this will be used as a
way of sharing experience and developing skills.
Councillors on an Area Board will choose one
of their number to chair the Area Board, plus
a deputy. They will be formally elected by
Wiltshire Council following the elections of
councillors, to provide enough time to prepare
for the first meetings of the Area Boards.

Role of the Cabinet member on an
Area Board
A member of Wiltshire Council’s Cabinet will
attend Area Boards across the county on a
rotating basis. Cabinet members attending the
Area Board will not have voting rights unless the
Area Board covers their local constituency.
The Cabinet will tell Area Boards the dates when
portfolio holders will attend area meetings. This
will allow the Area Boards to plan ahead and
raise issues relevant to that person. There may
also be times when the portfolio holder needs
to attend an Area Board, because an urgent
situation has come up locally. This will have
to be negotiated as needed with the individual
portfolio holder. The purpose of having a
Cabinet member at the Area Board is to provide:
yy A strong connection between the local
executive and the Cabinet
yy A mechanism for referring matters to the
Cabinet for review in cases where local
action has failed to resolve an issue
yy A way for Cabinet members to assess the
local impact of the strategic policies for
which they are responsible
yy An opportunity for non-executive members
and local communities to discuss and
influence strategic policy
A Cabinet member may ask to attend an Area
Board if the Cabinet wants to consult on an
area of policy development or on decisions that
will have an impact on the community. The
benefit of a Cabinet member attending all the
Area Boards on a rotating basis is that they will
develop a good understanding of issues across
the whole county.
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Role of a service director on an
Area Board
A service director from Wiltshire Council will
be assigned to an Area Board and corporate
directors will attend as required. Their role is
to help the Area Board and community area
manager to:
yy Troubleshoot problems or issues
yy Advise on any ‘hot topics’ in the area which
the Council needs to address
yy Support the community area manager to follow
up issues which are raised at Area Boards
yy Provide feedback and direction on corporate
issues and raising these issues if required
with senior management
yy Challenge services where further support to
Area Boards is required
yy Build contacts with members of the Area
Board
yy Make sure that the Corporate Director,
Service Director and Portfolio Holder for
Community Services are kept aware and upto-date on any issues or problems arising at
Area Boards

Declaration of interest
All councillors must keep to a code of conduct
when working on an Area Board in declaring
any personal or prejudical interests. Parish and
town councillors also have their own local code
of conduct. Anyone attending an Area Board
who is not subject to a code of conduct should
declare any interests if they are involved in the
discussion.

Exempt information
Certain information will not be made public if it
comes up at an Area Board:
yy Any information relating to a named
individual
yy Discussion of legal matters related to any
organisation
If a councillor has agreed to something at a
town or parish council meeting and then goes
on to discuss it at the Area Board of which they
are a member, they should declare an interest if
they wish to speak on the item and if the town
or parish council is the subject of the decision eg
a grant decision, or provision of facilities.

AUTHORITY

Area Boards will need to work within the policy
and budget outline set by the Council. Each
year, the Area Boards need to feed into Wiltshire
Council’s service planning and budget setting
processes and also to the discussions held at the
meetings of the Wiltshire Assembly. The wheel
diagram sets out a cycle of activity and timings
throughout the
year.

What
decisions
can the Area
Board make?
Having Area
Boards will
increase the
ability to hold
councillors
responsible
so they must
be provided
with the power
to influence
local services
and respond
effectively to
local issues. This
will mean giving
meaningful
powers to the
Area Boards. It
is considered
that the way this will work in Wiltshire should be
based on a principle of ‘subsidiarity’ (a decision
should be taken at the level where it has the
most impact). This will also help to free the
Cabinet to deal with strategic policy issues.

Delegation
Decisions involving the discharge of executive
functions will be made by the local Area Board,
provided the decision does not:
yy have a significant impact outside of the area
concerned
yy impact significantly on the overall resources
of the Council
yy contradict any policy or service standard set
by the Council

yy involve the taking of regulatory or quasijudicial decisions
yy relate to the exercise of functions in respect
of any particular person, including any
individual member of staff
Area Boards must operate within the Council’s
Policy and Budget
Framework and in
accordance with the requirements of the
Council’s
Constitution.
Each Area Board
will receive
delegated
funding in
accordance with
the formula
agreed by the
Implementation
Executive on 23
September 2008
(see table 4 of
this handbook).
Funding in future
years will be
determined by
the Leader.
Area Boards
will allocate
their delegated
funds in
accordance with
the guidance
contained in the
Area Board handbook and any further guidance
issued by the Leader.
For the avoidance of doubt the delegation
arrangements for Area Boards will operate in
conjunction with the Scheme of Delegation to
Cabinet Members and the Council’s Scheme of
Delegation to Officers.
Any key decision or policy proposal of the
Council that has, or is likely to have, a significant
impact in the local area, will be discussed with
the Area Board.
Area Boards must not be directly involved in
deciding planning applications. However, they
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should be involved in the following in relation to
their area:
yy consideration of the benefits of larger
developments
yy pre-application discussions relating to major
developments
yy consideration of planning briefs
yy development of Local Development
Framework policies
The Local Development Framework is the folder
of policies and documents that form the local
planning policy for Wiltshire.
Fair service standards should be set centrally
after consultation with Area Boards and the
boards should concentrate on weighing up
the local impact of those services. To do this
effectively Area Boards will need access to
service and performance data at local level.
Local service performance data and budget
information should be split to community area
level to allow Area Boards to use them.
It is important that Area Boards are consulted on
the development of strategic policies to make
sure that local priorities and concerns are taken
into account. The Area Boards should also be
consulted where significant changes, reductions
or closures of a service are planned in their area.
Having Cabinet members attending Area Board
meetings will greatly strengthen this process.
Any key decision or policy proposal of the
council that has, or is likely to have, a significant
impact in the local area will be discussed with
the Area Board.

Councillor ‘Calls for Action’
The councillor call for action is a process for
all councillors to act on behalf of residents to
resolve a local issue of concern. They act as a
last resort for residents who cannot get issues
resolved through any other means. The call
allows the matter to be passed to the Area Board
and/or Overview and Scrutiny Committee for
consideration. Councillor ‘calls for action’ will
at first be passed to the appropriate Area Board
for consideration and then to the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee if it has not been settled
locally. The power to start a call rests with the
local councillor who decides:
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yy Which issues to champion and/or take
forward as a call for action
yy When to reject an issue. If a councillor
decides not to take up a matter, no further
action is taken under a call for action
The call for action may cover any local matter
about any function or quality of service in the
councillor’s division that is provided by the local
authority or its partners. If the issue represents a
significant and genuine concern or is a persistent
problem affecting individuals within the wider
community, it can become a call for action if the
matter cannot be settled any other way. The call
for action is an avenue of last resort. Concerns
can be raised by information from individuals,
community groups or the councillor’s own
observations. The possible courses of action are:
yy A councillor who is unable to resolve local
issue starts a call for action to the Area Board
by completing a request form
yy The Area Board will consider the request.
The form will show what the issue is, the
reasons for the call, what actions have
been taken and possible solutions. The
Area Board will support or reject the call for
action. The Area Board will give its reasons
if the call is rejected.
yy If the call is supported, the Area Board
would first of all try to resolve the issue
locally. If this is not possible for any reason,
the call for action will be passed to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee to decide
whether or not to hold an inquiry into the
matter. The Committee will consider the
details presented on the request form. If the
request is turned down, the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee will give its reasons
yy If the request is not turned down, the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee will
consider the issue and publish its report and
recommendations. The committee will ask
for, in writing, that the executive or other
body considers the report, responds and
publishes the response within 28 days.

Local petitions
A petition is a written request to take a specific
course of action or that a particular matter is
considered. It can lend weight to a particular
point of view and demonstrate that others share
the same view. Petitions can be co-ordinated

by individuals or by local organisations. The
Government places a legal duty on local
authorities to respond to all local petitions. This
duty covers all those who live, study or work
within the local authority area, including those
under 18. Petitions may cover local matters,
which affect the people who live, work or study
in the area, about any function or quality of
service the local authority or its partners provide,
through the Local Area Agreement or other
partnership arrangement. They cannot cover
licensing and planning matters.
Petitions must contain a call for action, and must
be clear to which local authority the petition
relates. People signing the petition must give
their name, home, work or study address, the
date they signed the petition, and their emailaddress for electronic petitions. Wiltshire Council
may use this information to check that petitions
are valid. If the petition attracts a lot of local
support, it should be able to trigger a public
debate in the Area Board, if necessary followed
by full council. Local authorities should decide
how much support is needed to trigger debates.
This should at most be 5% of the
local population.
The response should be in line with the
seriousness of the issue or the level of support
for the petition – but should never be trivial.
The reaction of the Area Board could be to ask
for a review of policy, hold a public meeting,
consult with the public or gather more views on
the issue.
Petitioners can appeal if they are not satisfied
with their response. The Overview and Scrutiny
Committees will hear the appeal. If they judge
that the local authority’s response was not
good enough, they will trigger a debate of the
full council. They could also suggest that the
local authority gives a more detailed response
to petitioners. A full council debate would be
guaranteed if a large number of people sign
a petition. Any petition could end up being
debated if the local authority did not respond
well enough in the first place.
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RESOURCES

What resources will an Area Board have at hand?
A budget of £1 million has been made available
to the eighteen Area Boards covering the twenty
community areas in Wiltshire. The amount
of money for each area was calculated in the
following way:

Fixed costs
Funding is given for basic tasks. The way it is
shared out gives the same amount of funding to
each area for this factor.

Population
Funding is given by number of people using the
total populations of the areas taken from 2009
mid-year estimates. The amount of funding
equals an area’s population compared to the total
Wiltshire population.

Deprivation
Funding is given for high levels of deprivation

using the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2007.
This is done by looking at the number of
residents living in deprived areas (called Lower
Super Output Areas) that are in the top 50% of
the most deprived areas in England for each area.
This total is then compared to the total number
of people living in all of these areas in Wiltshire.

Sparsity
Funding is set aside based on how crowded
an area is. The number of people per square
kilometre is calculated for each community area.
This number is divided by 100 to make it easier to
work with. These figures are then compared for
each area and the funds shared out according to
these figures.
Sparsity could be measured by looking at
different groups of the
population, for example
over 18 year olds, or by
looking at the number
% to distribute by:
of sparse areas with a
Amount to distribute
community area rather
than looking at the area
as a whole. These would Community Area
be more complicated

Fixed
50%
£500,000
Fixed
Cost

Amesbury

£25,000

Bradford on Avon

£25,000

Calne

£25,000

Chippenham

£25,000

Corsham

£25,000

Devizes

£25,000

Southern Wiltshire

£25,000

Malmesbury

£25,000

Marlborough

£25,000

Melksham

£25,000

Mere

£25,000

Pewsey

£25,000

Salisbury

£25,000

Tidworth

£25,000

Tisbury

£25,000

Trowbridge

£25,000

Warminster

£25,000

Westbury

£25,000

Wilton

£25,000

Wootton Basset

£25,000

& Cricklade
£500,000
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than the method suggested and would not give
many benefits.

Funding in different years
The Area Boards were established in all areas in
June 2009, so the funding for Wiltshire in year
2009/10 has been set at £750,000, as there
are only nine months left in the year. During
2010/11 the full £1,000,000 will be available.
These are shown in different columns on the
funding model below.

Local Public Service Award
Wiltshire agreed a Local Public Service
Agreement with the government which ended
in March 2008. The government is now

paying Wiltshire a Performance Reward Grant
for meeting the targets that it put in the Local
Public Service Agreement. The total reward
grant is almost £5.4 million to be received in
equal portions over 2 years. Of this sum, £1.6
million will be reinvested in target areas and
£3.8 million will be allocated elsewhere. The
Wiltshire Public Service Board and Wiltshire
Council have agreed that the £3.8 million
will be used to support initiatives in the Local
Agreement for Wiltshire and to combat the
recession in Wiltshire. Area Boards are asked to
propose initiatives which could be funded which
are in the Local Agreement for Wiltshire and
which are important to local people in the area
they cover. The Wiltshire Public Service Board
will determine which proposals from Area Boards

Table 4: Core funding to Area Boards for the community areas they cover
Population

Deprivation

Sparsity

25%

17.50%

7.50%

£250,000

£175,000

£75,000

%

Share

%

Share

%

Share

2009/10

Rank

2010/11

Community Area
Partnership

Pop

Dep

Sparsity

Total

Total

Funding

7.20%

£17,974

2.10%

£3,692.14

5.10%

£3,862

£37,897

6

£50,529

£10,106

3.80%

£9,464

6.40%

£11,264.80

1.80%

£1,382

£35,333

10

£47,110

£9,422

4.60%

£11,615

1.80%

£3,176.29

3.40%

£2,535

£31,744

14

£42,326

£8,465

9.70%

£24,266

10.50%

£18,307.11

1.90%

£1,446

£51,764

3

£69,019

£13,804

4.40%

£10,923

3.60%

£6,378.65

2.10%

£1,547

£32,887

13

£43,849

£8,770

6.70%

£16,731

7.70%

£13,528.19

3.80%

£2,857

£43,588

4

£58,117

£11,623

4.80%

£12,067

0.00%

£0.00

5.40%

£4,020

£30,815

16

£41,087

£8,217

4.20%

£10,464

0.00%

£0.00

6.90%

£5,178

£30,481

17

£40,642

£8,128

3.90%

£9,742

2.50%

£4,378.98

8.50%

£6,374

£34,121

11

£45,494

£9,099

6.10%

£15,256

4.60%

£8,076.92

1.90%

£1,429

£37,321

8

£49,762

£9,952

1.20%

£3,068

2.40%

£4,242.78

9.70%

£7,293

£29,702

19

£39,603

£7,921

2.90%

£7,368

2.60%

£4,535.48

10.70%

£8,045

£33,711

12

£44,949

£8,990

8.70%

£21,674

17.90%

£31,377.41

0.30%

£196

£58,685

1

£78,247

£15,649

3.60%

£8,912

6.70%

£11,786.45

6.10%

£4,539

£37,678

7

£50,237

£10,047

1.60%

£4,117

1.10%

£2,019.96

11.20%

£8,387

£29,643

20

£39,525

£7,905

8.80%

£21,876

17.30%

£30,296.43

0.60%

£420

£58,194

2

£77,592

£15,518

5.40%

£13,429

2.70%

£4,709.36

6.20%

£4,614

£35,814

9

£47,752

£9,550

4.10%

£10,351

2.30%

£4,028.32

1.40%

£1,068

£30,335

18

£40,447

£8,089

2.00%

£5,058

2.40%

£4,222.49

10.20%

£7,638

£31,439

15

£41,918

£8,384

6.30%

£15,646

5.10%

£8,978.22

2.90%

£2,170

£38,846

5

£51,795

£10,359

100.00%

£250,000

100.00%

£175,000

100.00%

75,000

£750,000

£1,000,000

£200,000
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are approved. The scheme is administered by
the Performance and Risk Team of Wiltshire
Council.
Applications for funding will need to meet the
criteria in the Local Agreement for Wiltshire
Area Board Grant Scheme. In total, the grant
must be spent on 50% capital expenses and
50% revenue expenditure. In the application,
Area Boards will need to explain why the project
is needed, the improvement that will happen
because of it and how it will help to deliver
the ambitions of the Local Agreement for
Wiltshire or help combat the recession.
The improvements must be measurable
and Area Boards will be expected to report
progress against these measurable targets,
as well as account for use
of the money. Finally, the
applications will need to
confirm that no unfunded
commitments will occur
after the end of the project
– this is one-off money.
The ambitions in the Local
Agreement for Wiltshire are
about
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

encouraged to use what is called ‘participatory
budgeting’ where possible.

Participatory budgeting
During the pilot phase, participatory budgeting
was tested in an event in Salisbury with young
people and their carers living with disability.
This trial provides useful detail on how to run
such an event. A short film
of the day is available for
Area Boards to see, if they
are planning to carry out

Resilient communities
Affordable housing
Lives not services
Economic growth
Communities that are and feel safe
Natural environment and climate change
Working together

Grants
The community area managers have developed
a grants scheme to help Area Boards spend
funds on priority projects within the area.
The Community Area Grants Scheme will be
linked to the community area plan, produced
by the community area partnership working
with the wider community. The community
area managers will supervise the running and
monitoring of the Community Area Grants
Scheme with advice and support from the
grants officer and their administration team.
The Area Boards will expect those applying for
grants to match the funds given either with their
own money or ‘in kind’. The Area Boards will be
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participatory budgeting.
There will be a written
case study available of the
Salisbury event too.
What is participatory budgeting? This is a way
of directly involving local people in making
decisions on the spending and priorities for a
defined public budget. Participatory budgeting
can be done by area or by theme, for example
‘being more green’. This means involving
residents and groups from all parts of the
community in making and discussing spending
proposals and voting on them. It can also give
local people a role in watching over the process.

Approaches can take a number of forms:
yy Spending parts of specific grant pots
yy Parts of council budgets which have been
given to Area Boards
yy Setting local authority wide priorities,
agreeing projects and spending around an
annual revenue budget-setting process
yy Agreeing wider Local Area Agreement, local
strategic partnership priorities and
spending
Area Boards may decide to give, or
match, funding on a budget to be
spent in line
with specific
criteria, at
one of these
participatory
budgeting
events. Every
year, the
council consults
on spending
priorities for its
overall budget
with local
communities.
This is another
way of asking
people to take part in
setting budgets, but on a
larger and more strategic
scale. In future, the Area
Boards will have a role in
organising and bringing
together local views and
local people to contribute to
this consultation on the main budget priorities
for Wiltshire Council.

Funding community area
partnerships
Every year each community area partnership
is invited to apply for funding from their
Area Board and to sign a Community Area
Partnership Agreement for that year. This
agreement sets out the principles and what
should come out of joint working between the
partnership and Wiltshire Council along with
commitments from both sides on services to be
provided and ways of working. This agreement
will form the basis of a simple performance

monitoring system that will be set up to track
progress and to trigger future grant payments.
The way funding is worked out includes up
to 20% of each Area Board budget to be
put towards the main running costs of each
community area partnership. This may include
staff, partnership or theme group meetings
and other administrative tasks. A simple form
is given to the community area partnerships
to collect outline budget information and to
track progress against the Community Area
Partnership Agreement.

Community Area Partnership
Agreement
Principles
yy Partnerships are independent and
autonomous
yy Partnerships are inclusive of, and
accountable to, the wider community
yy Partnerships have a voluntary relationship
with the council and public agencies
yy Partnerships form the foundation of strong,
resilient, empowered communities
yy The existence of strong independent and
inclusive partnerships is central to Wiltshire
Council’s community governance proposals
Desired Outcomes
yy Strong independent partnerships working
to achieve the maturity (or similar
development) model developed by the
Wiltshire Forum of Community Area
Partnerships
yy Independently produced and influential
community plan for each of Wiltshire’s
twenty community areas, produced to
consistent and robust standards
yy Effective community representation at Area
Boards
yy Effective communications and engagement
network established in each community area
yy Partnerships effectively accessing inward
investment to support local priorities
yy Area Boards and community area
partnerships collaborating effectively to
deliver local action linked to community
plan priorities
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yy More local people actively engaged and
participating in identifying and addressing
local issues and solving local problems
yy Public funding and services focused more
accurately on priority concerns
yy Partnerships influencing strategic policy and
the Local Agreement for Wiltshire
yy Partnerships becoming an effective delivery
vehicle for strategic outcomes
Commitments from Wiltshire Council
yy To consult, involve, engage, listen to and act
on the advice of local partnerships
yy To provide financial, technical and
professional support to community area
partnerships, including core funding, socioeconomic profiles, external funding advice
and service performance data
yy To work with local partnerships, public
agencies and the Wiltshire Forum of
Community Area Partnerships to strengthen
and enhance the role of community area
partnerships in Wiltshire
yy To work with and support local community
area partnerships to engage the community,
highlight local issues and concerns and to
identify and deliver actions to address those
concerns
yy To work with the community area
partnerships to establish and maintain
effective communications networks within
each community area
yy To support and work with community
area partnerships to develop influential
community plans to consistent and robust
standards
yy To have regard to the priorities set out
in community plans when planning and
delivering its services, allocating resources
and when negotiating with partners and
national agencies
yy To respect the independence of the
community area partnerships
yy To work with the Wiltshire Forum of
Community Area Partnerships, attend its
meetings to listen to its views and concerns
and support it in developing mechanisms
to monitor and improve the effectiveness of
community area partnerships
yy To provide a seat for each community area
partnership on its local Area Board and invite
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a representative from the Wiltshire Forum
of Community Area Partnerships to attend
meetings of the councillors chairing Area
Boards
Commitments from the community area
partnerships
yy To establish and maintain a community area
partnership, steering group and thematic or
issues groups, as necessary
yy To engage and communicate systematically
with all sections of the community and
to maintain a contacts register of key
organisations and volunteers
yy To consult widely on a range of socioeconomic issues including the holding of
regular public engagement events and
activities
yy To prepare and regularly review an
assessment or plan of the major economic,
social and environmental issues facing the
community area, together with an action
plan for addressing the identified issues.
This will help to shape and respond to the
Sustainable Communities Strategy and Local
Area Agreement for Wiltshire
yy To work with the community area manager
to refer matters between the community
area partnership to the Area Board for
consideration as appropriate
yy To champion local issues and help with
the project planning and delivery of
priority projects, including fundraising and
community volunteering where appropriate
yy To contribute to the services and activities
provided by the Wiltshire Forum of
Community Area Partnerships, including
attendance by members at relevant
networking and training events
yy To engage a project officer or community
agent, as necessary, to run and administer
the community area partnership and to work
with the community area manager for the
area
yy To be open to and inclusive of the wider
community and to encourage attendance
and participation by groups and
organisations from neighbouring community
areas where they may be affected by an issue
yy To account to and seek affirmation from
the wider community and the Area Board

for its actions, activities
and forward plans on an
annual basis

Community
Infrastructure Levy
and planning gain
The government is
considering new ways
of funding infrastructure
projects for the future
through a Community
Infrastructure Levy. This
is a charge which local
authorities will be able, but
not forced, to put on most
types of new development in
their areas. Local authorities
would be responsible for
deciding what is appropriate
for their areas and this
will normally be collected
and set out in the Local
Development Framework.
The Area Boards will be
consulted on the framework
and so have some influence
over the priority given to
certain projects in their
areas, such as education,
recreation space, equipped
play areas, flood defences
or health services. Charges
would be based on a simple
nationally set formula.

from the community. The role for Area Boards
would therefore be to shape how a necessary
contribution is delivered. For example, if
the contribution is for ‘youth recreation’, the
boards could suggest to the developer at preapplication submission stage that it take the
form of a football pitch as opposed to equipped
toddler play areas. Similarly, a contribution
could be used on a new facility, or to enhance
a nearby existing facility owned by a parish or
town council.

Transfer of Community Assets
Most transfers are likely to be fairly
straightforward and not cause disputes. The
Area Boards may wish to make people aware
of the possible transfer of community assets in
their area and encourage this to happen where
it will be good for the community. Expressions
of interest are logged with Wiltshire Council’s
property services and then applications are
considered by officers with powers to deal with
most of them. Complex proposals may need
to be passed to a higher level for a decision.
A fairly simple system without a lot of official
procedures is currently being designed and the
role of Area Boards will be considered in this
process.

It has also been proposed
that Area Boards should
have an influence over
the distribution of money
from planning gains. A
task group of the Spatial
Planning Working Group
is looking at the issue of
infrastructure planning.
Planning agreements must
be related to contributions
necessary to make a
particular development
acceptable, not simply used
to try and deliver a ‘wish list’
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WAYS OF
WORKING
TOGETHER

This is an outline of how Area Boards will work,
but no doubt there will be further developments
over time which could evolve into more creative
ways of making a difference locally. Not all
the organisations that Area Boards will need to
work with are listed, since there will be many,
depending on what needs tackling for example
local businesses or voluntary groups.

Area Board support team
The community area managers have been
put into three locality teams, working from
Chippenham, Trowbridge and Salisbury. The
teams each consist of six community area
managers, a team leader, partnership support
officer and an administrator. The team leaders
report to the Head of Community Leadership
and Governance. The team also has support
from policy and research advisors.
The whole team is located within the
Department for Community Services under the
section called the Community Leadership and
Governance, which is led by its own service
director. Within this section, strong links are
made within the management team to the work
of the Area Boards and the Wiltshire Assembly,
equalities and diversity and the voluntary sector.

Role of the community area manager
A full-time community area manager has been
appointed to support the Area Board and to
work in the community areas covered by the
board. The role of the community area manager
is another important feature of the way Wiltshire
Council will work with communities. The
community area manager will work very closely
with the Area Board, but they will also work with
many other organisations in the locality. It will
be important for community area managers to
work across traditional organisation and agency
boundaries, developing networks, partnerships
and relationships at the local level. They will
promote the area, help make things happen
and act as a go-between in disputes. They will
help the Area Boards to negotiate agreements
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by bringing people together to solve local
problems. Community area managers will have
the following responsibilities as well as those
defined in their job descriptions:
yy Organising and supporting the work of the
Area Boards with the Chair and democratic
services officer
yy Supporting the Chair and members in their
community leadership role
yy Working with councillors, service managers,
partner organisations and the community to
ensure community priorities are dealt with
yy Helping partner involvement with front line
services through working together
yy Developing strong relationships with partner
organisations to encourage more joined up
working
yy Engaging in one-to-one meetings where
appropriate with interested parties to
encourage their involvement
yy Promoting the Area Boards beyond the
community area boundaries in order to deal
with people’s issues that cross neighbouring
areas
yy Making sure that the views of those people
who are reluctant or unable to attend Area
Board meetings are heard, and supporting
participants
yy Speaking up for groups needing a voice in
the area
yy Providing advice about funding available
and how to access resources
yy Ensuring publicity/media coverage along
with members of Wiltshire Council’s
Communications Team
yy Developing, maintaining and managing
community databases and the community
area network
yy Producing and distributing the community
area newsletter
yy Maintaining and publishing a record of
issues referred to the Area Board
yy With the support of the Chair, arranging and
facilitating discussions aimed at resolving
or clarifying local issues before going to the
Area Board. This might involve roundtables,
workshops, public meetings, talking to
interested parties etc.
yy Preparing, publishing and keeping up todate
a forward plan for the Area Board

Wherever possible, the community area
manager will provide early warning to service
managers (and partner agencies) of issues that
crop up in the community before they go to the
Area Board. This will allow service teams to give
early advice that may resolve the issue before it
gets any bigger. The community area managers
will help frontline services and partners to recruit
volunteers and to identify those individuals
and organisations that may be able to assist
in providing services – flood wardens, first
responders, traffic census staff, polling and
canvass staff, sports coaches, neighbourhood
watch coordinators etc. The community area
managers will tell frontline and partner services
about opportunities to promote their services
to the community – such as public events,
publications, media events etc.
Community area managers will need support
to allow them to be effective in this challenging
role. To promote working between different
agencies at a local level, community area
managers will be provided with training about
frontline services and key partners agencies and
afterwards will keep in close touch with them.
The Area Board will need data about services
and financial performance from the Council’s
Systems, Applications and Products system. The
data should be presented in such a way that it
can be used at Area Board level and is available
to the community area managers. Community
area managers need to be given access (within
the limits of the Data Protection Act) to
corporate databases such as Merlin, Council Tax
and the Electoral Register in order to help create
community area (communications) networks
within each area.

Role of the democratic services
officer
A democratic services officer will support the
Area Board on a part-time basis. This officer will
help to write agendas, call meetings, make sure
that the details of agendas and meetings are
well publicised in advance, and keep records of
meetings and events. The democratic services
officers will work with several Area Boards.
They have a key role to play in providing legal,
administrative and member support for the Area
Boards. Their role will include:
yy Maintaining the forward plan

yy Booking venues
yy Giving advice on the constitution and the
code of conduct
yy Publishing agendas
yy Writing minutes
yy Tracking decisions
yy Supporting and training members
Administrative support officers from the
democratic services team will also be available to
assist with preparing and managing Area Board
meetings.

Running meetings of the Area Boards
Area Board meetings are the most obvious
part of the new way Wiltshire Council works
with communities. They must be managed in
a professional and consistent way to provide
a positive experience for participants. A pilot
project was run which clearly showed the
importance of managing meetings in a way
which encourages people to participate by
being informal, open and including everyone.
Good publicity, relevant local items and enough
notice of what will be discussed, all help to
encourage people to attend and participate.
During the pilots, many meetings were let
down by poor audio-visual equipment and it
is vital that good technical support is available
to make sure meetings run smoothly and are
truly for everyone. The importance of good
meeting management and planning cannot be
underestimated. Most people preferred meeting
in the evening at accessible local venues with
light refreshments. People want to feel welcome
and kept informed during the meeting. How
often meetings are held is also an important
issue. There needs to be enough time between
meetings to follow up issues and be in touch
with the wider community. Also meetings
should not be the only way the council works
with communities.
People value the opportunity to discuss issues
directly with councillors and partners before
decisions are taken. Round-table discussions
are popular with both the public and
councillors and these new approaches should
be encouraged and extended. To make sure
that meetings are run in the same way across
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the County, which is open and involves as many
people as possible, the following steps will be
taken:
yy Each Area Board is to publish a list of future
agenda items, which is kept up to date
during the year, to give members, the
public, parishes and the media enough
notice of the issues that are to be considered
yy An Area Board Coordinating Group to be
set up in each area with (as a minimum)
the Chair, community area manager and
democratic services officer. They should
meet informally between meetings to take
actions forward, review issues, prepare and
approve agendas and forward plans, be
in touch with frontline services and plan
meetings
yy Media support to be provided for each
meeting including: press release, newspaper
advertisement (as appropriate), poster and
direct email to community area network
(linked to a social networking style website)
yy For ecological reasons, Area Board
documents to be circulated electronically as
far as possible, though hard copies should
be available at the meeting and for those
that need them
yy An explanatory Area Board leaflet to be
produced with a separate slip for each Area
Board with photos and contact details of the
local members
yy Light refreshments to be provided before
Area Board meetings
yy Area Board meetings to be held in the
evening to maximise attendance
yy Area Boards to meet every two months with
a maximum of 8 meetings per year
yy Area Board agendas to be arranged in
two parts – community interest items first,
followed by routine and ‘council’ business
yy Parish councils, partners and the public shall
have a right to refer issues for consideration
by the Area Board. A simple procedure
should be adopted to ensure that such issues
are balanced, based on evidence, costed and
include the views of relevant parties
yy The set–up of meetings to be of an informal,
inclusive nature
yy Area Boards will be free to set up task and
finish groups to examine specific issues,
drawing in the community area partnership
and partners as appropriate
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Communications
yy Good communication is crucial to the
effective working of the Area Boards. A
range of methods needs to be used to
involve the widest range of local people,
partners and service providers. Web and
email communication is favoured by many
participants and is more cost effective.
However, more traditional forms of publicity
such as posters, newsletters and press
notices also have an important role. The
following ways of working will help effective
communication:
yy A community area network
(communications database) will be
established in each community area. This
will be open to anyone who wants to signup for email alerts. It will be managed
jointly by the community area manager,
democratic services officer and the
community area partnership. It will allow
communications between all participants on
a regular and sustained basis. To help make
this happen, the council agrees to provide
data from existing corporate databases
yy Web-based information - using email to
direct people to online information held on
a local website - is the preferred method
of communicating with the public and
partners. The needs of those who cannot
access electronic sources of information
should also be kept in mind
yy The e-based network will have agenda,
reports, minutes, diary of events,
forward work programme, links to
local organisations, contacts, feedback
mechanisms and provide a medium for
moderated discussion forums. The web site
and e-based communication network will
comply with the Data Protection Act, be
easily navigable and user-friendly and kept
up to date. The community area network
database will afford individuals with an
opportunity to opt-out at any time
yy A high quality design template will be
developed for all Area Boards’ material
including posters, agenda, ‘just a minute’
newsletters and reports for both paper and
web based material

Problem-solving
One of the key roles for the Area Boards will

be to identify issues of genuine local concern
and to respond quickly and effectively with
practical local action. To be able to do that,
the Area Boards must be aware of and fully
understand the nature of the issue, the views
of interested parties and how such issues relate
to the priorities for the area as set out in the
community plan. Too often, it can be that issues
are only brought up by the loudest voices in the
community. In future Area Boards will need to
encourage different views to be brought into the
decision making process and they will need to
challenge the community to think about some
of the ‘hidden’ issues in Wiltshire. To make
this new approach happen, a form has been
developed to enable issues to be raised with the
Area Board.

Raising an issue with an Area Board
An issue sheet will be available online on the
Council’s website (www.wiltshire.gov.uk) or
from the community area manager for the Area
Board. Copies will also be available in public
spaces such as local libraries. The issue sheet
sets out a simple way for local people and
groups to highlight an issue and explain what
it is about. People may also want to suggest

solutions which could be considered by the Area
Board. Once an issue has been raised it will
be logged and progress can be tracked against
that issue on the website. The first step will be
for the community area manager to check if
the issue is one for the Area Board to consider.
Not all issues will need to be dealt with by an
Area Board, but might be directly referred to
the relevant service provider or community area
partnership. At any stage in the process, the
issue may be solved, dealt with or deferred for
good reason.
If the issue is to be considered by the Area
Board, the community area manager will discuss
it further with the person raising the issue
and other appropriate people, including the
councillor who represents the area in which
the issue is being raised. The
community area manager
will gather further details to
scope out the issue and any
other information which may
be required. For example,
further information from the
community might be required,
some consultation, or a balanced
view of the issue. A report will be
prepared for the Area Board and
it will be put on the agenda. If
the issue is not resolved at the Area
Board, the Chair of the Area Board
will host round table discussions
with the relevant officers,
councillors, Town or Parish Council
etc. The outcomes of discussions and
any resolution, or if the issue cannot
be resolved, will be fed back to the
person who has raised the issue.
The Area Boards Coordination Group
will play a role in
yy The selection and scoping process
yy Round table consultations and
problem solving prior to meetings
yy Fact finding, consultation and research
yy Planning how issues will be considered at
the Area Board meeting
Service professionals, interested parties and
those likely to be affected by the decision
(including groups who might be hard to include
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or need to be approached in a special way) will
be able to have a say before consideration of
an issue by the Area Board. Area Boards will
set up task and finish groups to examine and
report back on complex issues. They will also be
free to organise research to clarify issues, assess
impact of decisions etc. Issues for Area Boards
could take the form of challenges set for the
community from the Wiltshire Assembly, partner
agencies or front line services. For example ‘we
have a problem with childhood obesity, what
should happen in your area to address this?’

Setting priorities
The community area plan will be one way of
determining priorities and what should be on
the agendas for Area Boards. Councillors and
service providers will also want to bring things
to the table for discussion. The community area
managers will be alerted to these priorities by
the local councillors and service providers. The
issues raised by the local community will also
help form the agenda. The Police also use a
model called the National Intelligence Model to
help determine and track development against
local priorities within their Neighbourhood
Policing Teams. The Children and Families
Department of the Council use a model called
‘Turning the Curve’ to identify trends, problems
and priorities within their service. Both of these
models may be useful to an Area Board, but
further information and training on what these
models are and how they work will be required.

Encouraging participation
Area Board meetings are important because they
show the commitment of the new council to
hand down decision-making to the locality but
they should also be seen as part of a wider wish
to be in touch with communities and help them
grow. Area Board meetings work best when
they include everyone with a welcoming and
informal style and where they give opportunities
for local people to discuss issues with each
other and with their elected representatives.
Meetings and consultations need to be planned
together to minimise the risk of having too
much consultation. The introduction of the
Area Boards offers an opportunity to develop
new approaches that aim to overcome some
of the negative views that exist about local
consultation, these will include:
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yy Developing a range of new ways people
can take part, including the use of issues
books (which examine specific issues
through recorded interviews and evidence),
webcasting, social networks, video diaries,
participatory budgeting, deliberative polling,
priority trade-off, local juries, random sample
polling and cross-county discussions etc.
yy Building capacity, awareness and confidence
within the community to participate in such
approaches
yy Helping councillors to develop a local
leadership role, sensitive to people’s
differences and committed to new methods
of working with people
yy Developing a simple process by which
individuals, organisations and partners can
refer matters to the Area Boards. Once they
have been given such issues, the community
area manager should contact those affected
by the matter, including partner agencies,
parish councils, local ward members and
service managers to get more information
before going to the Area Board. A record
of all issues dealt with in this way will be
published
yy Encouraging ‘quick win’ projects alongside
long term schemes, in order to build
community confidence and show the
benefits of using the Area Board
yy Making sure that information and
communication meets the needs of
everyone in the community. For example the
use of plain English, translation into other
languages, large print etc.
yy Developing a feedback process so
participants can see the impact of their
involvement, whether this is positive
or negative

Being inclusive
Wiltshire Council is committed to meeting
its legal duties to push for inclusion and
involvement in the democratic processes within
all communities. Also to make sure that no
one is at a disadvantage by not being able to
be involved, or through discrimination, in the
development of these new ways of improving
local communities. These duties are:
yy Promote equality of opportunity
yy Promote good community relations

yy Eliminate unlawful discrimination and
harassment
yy Promote participation and involvement of
disabled people
yy Promote human rights
To make members and representatives on Area
Boards able to carry out these duties effectively,
Wiltshire County will provide training and raise
awareness of equality and diversity issues. This
will help make sure that matters related to
diversity and equality in the local community
are handled by the work of the Area Board.
Community area managers will also support
the Area Boards in carrying out risk and impact
assessments.
The new arrangements for communities are
aimed at improving access to the Council,
its services and the democratic process. All
through the pilot phase, project managers
tried different ways of involving marginalised
or under-represented groups with some good
results. The most effective approaches involved
working closely with those groups who use
council services, agencies and people in our
communities who are already involved with
minority communities. It is clear that these
links need to be strengthened in the future –
particularly with equalities organisations and
with the council’s own Equality and
Diversity team.
The community area managers will carry out
an ‘equalities impact assessment’ of its work
area and develop a programme to see to any
weaknesses shown up. When thinking about
equalities, the needs of many marginalised or
excluded groups need to be taken into account
– such as those without transport, parents
of small children, night workers etc. It is an
important responsibility of the community
area manager and the Area Board to promote
social inclusion by making sure that the views
of all groups are considered, even if they are
particularly difficult to reach out to. This can
be done either directly through face-to-face
meetings, if possible, or through advocates,
community leaders or recordings.

Performance management
There is a great deal of factual information that
can be collected in year 1 of the operation of

Area Boards. While much of it would need to
be considered in the context of each individual
Area Board, it will allow for target setting in
year 2 and informed comparisons across areas.
The use of the following indicators will be
considered by each Area Board in the design of
the performance management system:
Participation
yy How many members of the public are
attending?
yy How many separate organisations are
attending (eg three people from one
organisation count as one)? Count public
and private organisations separately
yy Which key organisations are not attending?
yy How many internal front line services
engaging with the community area manager
and attending Area Boards/briefings?
yy % of parishes within area attending/
engaging with Area Board
yy Number of people signed up to receive
information through the community
area network
Budget and Grants
yy How many grants made of less than £1,000?
yy How many grants made between £1,001
and £10,000?
yy Evidence of applicants satisfaction with
outcomes and grants process
yy Evidence of match funding
yy Evidence of additional funding levered in
following grants
yy Who are the Area Boards funding (and also
who aren’t they funding)?
yy % of unspent budget
yy Have Area Board decisions caused overspend
within services – provide detail?
Social Inclusion
yy Include user networks for partner
organisations/services
yy This will be partly evidenced through
tracking the organisations attending Area
Board meetings and also through tracking
which organisations we are building working
relationships with Area Boards outside of the
formal meeting process
yy Evidence of outreach contact with groups
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such as:
Faith communities
Youth groups
Older peoples’ groups
Black & ethnic minorities’ groups
Disability groups (provide definitions)
Gypsies and travellers
Migrant workers
People who are housebound, without
transport or single parents
Carers
Young families
Scope and quality of decision-making
yy Number of Area Board agenda items
for decision
yy Number of issues received by community
area managers
yy Number of issues accepted onto issues log
yy Measure of average turnaround times for
issue resolution
yy % of decisions made by consensus
yy % of decisions referred to Cabinet and
Overview and Scrutiny Board
yy % and number of issues resolved outside
Area Board meetings
Measuring satisfaction with the Area Board process
yy Separate evaluation forms for officers and
the public and also separate forms for issues
resolved outside of meetings will be developed
yy Need to collect quantifiable responses to
provide unambiguous tick columns on forms
yy All forms should be returned to hub
administrators by the community area
managers for collation and input into a
monitoring framework.
Collect responses on:
yy Satisfaction with Area Board process
yy Levels of trust in Wiltshire and in the local
Area Board
yy Do participants feel they were treated with
respect by the Area Board?
yy Have officers felt real ownership of issues
presented to Area Boards?
yy Do people who have attended an
Area Board feel that they would like to
attend again?
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Looking at outcomes
The process of running the meetings and
levels of involvement are looked at as part of
the performance management system above.
Another important element is to look at
what the Area Boards actually achieve for the
community areas they cover. The logging of the
issues raised by the local community will provide
a lot of information about what has been
tackled and delivered. There may also be wider
outcomes that each Area Board would want
to identify depending upon what they need to
tackle in each area. These outcomes might be
measured or captured by case studies or other
forms of presenting evidence of achievement
eg the filming of events, local stories and
experiences of working with an Area Board.

Working with community area
partnerships
Community area partnerships are a less formal
group of those public services, community
groups, voluntary organisations and business
that are so important to the wellbeing of our
communities. As such, they are central to
the way local areas are run. The Community
Area Partnership Agreement adopted by
the Implementation Executive sets out this
commitment and the council’s duties, including
core funding and support. In return the
community area partnerships will focus on the
delivery of the community area plan for the Area
Boards will approve the community area plans
once they have been developed or refreshed
and these plans will be used to guide the work
and decisions of the Area Board. To help build
a strong relationship between the Area Boards
and the community area partnerships, Wiltshire
Council will work with the Wiltshire Forum of
Community Area Partnerships to develop a
way of officially recognising community area
partnerships through an accreditation and
review scheme.
Simple annual review standards will be
developed that focus on the minimum
operating standards of the Community Area
Partnership Agreement and the Wiltshire Forum
of Community Area Partnerships. This will
include a review of the community planning
processes. The results of this review will go

into a development plan for each community
area partnership that the Council, the Wiltshire
Forum of Community Area Partnerships and
the community area partnerships will aim to
achieve. Community area partnerships will
provide an annual report to the Area Board, at
its Annual General Meeting, setting out:
yy Activities and achievements over the year
yy An account of its expenditure and income
yy The outcome of the annual review together
with measures that are to be taken to deal
with any of the findings.
Each Area Board will appoint a councillor
to attend the community area partnership
meetings. The councillors will not become
Chair or have a vote at these meetings. Each
community area partnership will be requested to
appoint a representative to attend Area
Board meetings.

Working with town and parish
councils
Evidence from the pilot phase suggests that the
relationship between the new Wiltshire Council
and the local councils will be improved through
effective operation of the Area Boards. However
a small number of local councils are concerned
that they do not have a formal vote at the Area
Board meetings. There are several reasons
for this:
yy Giving powers to Area Boards over which
elected councillors of Wiltshire Council
have no effective control would weaken
democracy as people would not know who
was accountable for local decisions
yy It would not be right for town and parish
councils to have powers to impose decisions
for which they are not accountable in law or
to voters
yy It could create opportunities for town and
parish councils to impose decisions upon a
neighbouring parish against its wishes
yy There would be no equal rights for the
councillors of Wiltshire Council to vote at
town and parish meetings
Although they have no vote, town and parish
councils are encouraged to play a leading role in
the work of the boards. Each town and parish
council is given the right of representation at the

Area Board at which their Wiltshire councillor
is a member. Each town and parish council is
welcome to attend neighbouring Area Board
meetings as appropriate and can talk to the
meetings on issues affecting the town or parish.
To allow parish and town councils become as
involved as possible with the Area Boards, a
forward plan giving sufficient notice of issues
that will be considered by the Area Board, or
activities that are planned, will be published and
kept up-to-date.
The Area Board and town and parish councils
in the area will need to work together to ensure
effective communication and give advance
notice of the meetings scheduled throughout
the year. They will have to agree how this
process could work best so that issues, relevant
to particular town and parish councils or cluster,
can be raised throughout the year, once they
have had time to discuss them. Dates and
agendas of the Area Board meetings will be
publicised as well in advance as possible to allow
town and parish councils to consider the issues.
Town and parish councils are a key mechanism
for the council, through the Area Board, to
meet its duty to involve and also to promote
democracy in Wiltshire. Where the running of
public services has been given by the council
to a town or parish council, the Area Board
may want someone from that council to attend
to discuss the service just as it would with any
other provider of public services. Where town
or parish plans exist, or are being developed,
they will be a valuable tool to highlight local
priorities and measure progress in tackling those
issues, along with the community area plan.
Parish and town councils will be given the
right to comment on all items on the agenda
of the Area Boards (though sometimes there
may be ‘exempt’ items). Wiltshire Council
members will be encouraged to attend town
and parish council meetings to develop
stronger relationships between the councils.
Only councillors elected to Wiltshire Council
will have a formal ‘vote’ on Wiltshire Council
business at Area Board meetings. The Area
Boards will replace existing parish and town
council consultative forums, including budget
consultation and parish liaison meetings.
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Working with development trusts
Development trusts have been established
across Wiltshire, including the community areas
of Bradford on Avon, Melksham, Westbury,
Warminster, Corsham, Calne, Devizes, Pewsey,
Tidworth, Marlborough. These trusts are
community-led enterprise organisations,
working in towns, cities and rural areas across
the United Kingdom, combining community
led action with business expertise. Distinctively,
development trusts seek to move beyond
provision of welfare services by setting up
enterprises (social businesses) which encourage
self help and reduce dependency. They bring
the entrepreneurial spirit of the private sector
to the problems facing the community. As
community-based not for profit organisations
they work alongside the local voluntary sector
and the local authority, sharing the value of
public services and community benefit. As
profit makers they share the private sector’s
focus on the value of wealth creation. Working
closely with Area Boards and community area
partnerships, development trusts can:
yy Carry out improvements that meet
local desires
yy Reinforce the social links in an area and help
develop local skills
yy Act as champions for the future of an area
and provide a focus for its regeneration
yy Create community based assets and recycle
money within a community
yy Improve the sustainability of projects
by increasing community buy-in eg
community-run village shops tend to result
in an increase in trade because local people
feel responsible, have a sense of ownership
and commitment to supporting the shop,
will go out of their way to shop there
yy Take on delivery of commercially risky
projects because they frequently have lower
operating costs than private for
profit businesses
A number of trusts have become the
‘accountable body’ for local initiatives and have
raised or held funds and employed staff on
behalf of a wider community area partnership.
Development trusts are eligible for some
external funding which is not available to local
authorities. They can join a wider family of
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trusts under the umbrella of the Development
Trusts Association where they have access to
information and training and can learn from
each other in a non-threatening way (as most
development trusts are limited by geography
and do not therefore compete with each other).
Most development trusts are incorporated as
companies limited by guarantee and trade on
a not-for-private-profit basis. Where they are
involved in community planning, they work
best where they take their policy direction from
strategies developed by community partnerships
and following thorough public consultation. In
this situation, the trust may act as part of the
delivery framework of the partnership and would
be accountable to the parent body for its actions
and direction. Outside the community planning
process, Wiltshire Council, through its economic
development activity, supports development
trusts as part of the social enterprise sector,
when and where they are businesses delivering
services of benefit to the community that either
provide additional value through the nature
of their business or provide a needed service
which the commercial sector is unable/unwilling
to provide and which is beyond the resource
capacity of the public sector to deliver.

Working with other partnerships
and boards
There are many other boards and partnerships
in Wiltshire which the Area Board will need to
be aware of and be able to relate to on specific
issues. The following diagrams sets out some of
these boards and partnerships.
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CONNECTING
WITH SERVICES

This section of the handbook is about how
different public services see themselves working
with the Area Boards. These ideas have
been developed together with the managers
providing these services. Managers are keen to
explain how they will consult and involve people
in their particular service. They would like the
Area Boards to understand more about how
they work, so that it is possible to match their
work to the board’s work.
This section should provide some useful
information for the new Area Boards, councillors
in the new Wiltshire Council and staff supporting
these arrangements. This means people can
clearly see both the range of services provided
by the Council and its partners, and where an
Area Board might have a greater influence. The
structure chart of Wiltshire Council’s services
gives an overview of all the services provided
by the council and where these sit in the
organisation.
This structure chart is a very broad overview of
the departments and services of the Council.
Each department has a corporate director
and each service has a service director. For
each service there is a detailed chart showing
how that service is organised. Councillors
and staff can find more detailed charts on the
intranet site called ‘The Wire’. People working
outside the Council can find these details on
the Council’s website www.wiltshire.gov.uk.
A contacts directory is also being built up to
allow community area managers to contact the
member of staff responsible for a specific service.
Not all services in the structure chart are
covered below, as some of them like Resources
and Finance are more concerned with internal
matters. Health, Police, Fire and Rescue services,
Town and Parish Councils and the voluntary
sector have also contributed to this section.
In some of these descriptions of the services, it
has been necessary to mention specific plans
and the names of particular projects. This might
seem like using council jargon. Where possible,
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an explanation is given of exactly what is meant.
This is so that anyone reading the document,
who does not know the terms, can understand
what is being said.

Working with the Police
Other organisations providing services to
Wiltshire are keen to work with Area Boards.
Wiltshire Police have organised the boundaries
of the neighbourhood policing teams to fit
with the boundaries of the Area Boards and
community areas as shown in the map. Every
community area has an officer of Inspector
rank who is responsible for Neighbourhood
and Response policing. This is considered to
be essential to make sure that in the long term
and short terms, priorities and risks are held by
a single, named and accountable individual.
Because some of these community areas are
smaller than others, the Police have further
brigaded them into seven sectors;
yy Wootton Bassett Sector – with Wootton
Bassett, Cricklade and Malmesbury
yy Chippenham Sector – with Chippenham,
Corsham and Calne
yy Trowbridge Sector – with Trowbridge,
Bradford on Avon and Melksham
yy Warminster Sector – with Warminster,
Westbury, Mere and Tisbury
yy Devizes Sector – with Devizes, Marlborough
and Pewsey
yy Amesbury Sector – with Amesbury and
Tidworth
yy Salisbury Sector – with Salisbury, Wilton and the
Southern Wiltshire (formerly Downton) area
The Neighbourhood Policing Inspectors and
their teams have had a very positive reception in
reporting to the pilot Area Boards and working
with the community area partnerships.

Working with Fire and Rescue
The Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service has also
established principal representatives, deputy
representatives and a partnership manager.
The partnership manager will be the single
point of contact between the Area Boards and
the service. The group managers and station
managers may not be available to attend
meetings as they are on 24 hours’ call, but when

available, they cover the following four areas:
yy Malmesbury, Wootton Bassett and Cricklade,
Chippenham, Corsham and Calne
yy Trowbridge, Warminster, Bradford on Avon,
Westbury and Melksham
yy Tidworth, Pewsey, Marlborough and Devizes
yy Amesbury, Salisbury, Tisbury, Mere, Wilton
and Southern Wiltshire

Working with the Criminal Justice
Board
The Criminal Justice Board are keen to work with
Area Boards, particularly to promote a greater
understanding of their work. Community
Justice is concerned with increasing public
understanding of the Criminal Justice System.
Further involvement in addressing anti social
behaviour with the Area Boards is sought and
also inviting the community area managers
to events and meetings with partner agencies
working with the Criminal Justice Board to
develop a networked way of working. The
pilot Area Boards also expressed an interest
in the Community Payback Scheme. This is a
scheme which enables members of the public to
propose projects for an unpaid work community
sentence for offenders.
To promote greater confidence in community
sentences, greater public involvement is
required in the identification of work projects
for offenders and improved feedback to local
communities on the work which is done. The
Area Boards could be instrumental in identifying
Community Payback work projects and
engaging communities in work which offenders
are required to do, both as a punishment and
to make reparation for their crimes. There are
strong potential links between Community
Policing and Community Payback. Probation
areas and local authorities have common
objectives in relation to the protection of the
public from the harm caused by offending, the
promotion of community safety and increasing
public confidence in the use of community
sentences, as opposed to short custodial
sentences, which tend to disrupt offender’s
accommodation, employment prospects and
family ties. The use of a clear structure to
direct free labour provided by offenders towards
priorities identified by local communities would
maximise the impact of this resource and focus

it towards larger scale work projects which likely
to have a positive impact on the lives of local
people.

Working with NHS Wiltshire
The health service is driven by national policy
with limited scope for operating outside this at
a local level. It is important therefore to ensure
that he nature of the NHS’s engagement with
Area Boards is clear from the outset to avoid
any misunderstandings or inappropriately raised
expectations. The majority of NHS care is
delivered through primary care such as the GPs
(general practitioners), dentists, optometrists
and pharmacists in very local settings. All
primary care services are contracted under
national agreements, for example, GP surgeries
are required to be available from 8.00 am to
6.00 pm on Mondays to Fridays. Many also
have active Patient Participation Groups which
offer registered patients the opportunity to
influence the planning and delivery of services.
The percentage of the population who need
to access more specialist and predominantly
hospital-based care, is relatively low which
means that the planning and commissioning
of all health services needs to be carried out
on a population size significantly greater than
that covered by Area Boards. The issue of small
numbers of people in small communities also
frequently raises issues of patient confidentiality
in public discussions of service provision. The
Primary Care Trust is also constituted by statute
to commission health services for the registered
population of Wiltshire. It has no legal
authority to delegate decision-making to any
other body other than in extremely prescribed
circumstances. The Primary Care Trust would
therefore be operating ‘ultra vires’ or outside its
legal duty if it authorised or allowed any form of
decision-making about NHS services within an
Area Board setting.
The NHS could however, use the Area Boards
as a vehicle for engagement with local
communities, alongside the other streams of
work which they have in place to listen to the
views of local people and patients. Wiltshire
NHS also has a separate assembly, called the
Wiltshire NHS Assembly and a framework
called the NHS Strategic Framework. There
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are separate processes set out in the NHS
governance framework for the receipt of
petitions about health services. The NHS will
also not be subject to the new legislation on
Councillor Calls for Action.

Working with the Compact
The Compact is a set of principles within which
the voluntary, statutory and community sectors
agree to work. The aim is to improve the quality
of life for people in Wiltshire by making sure
that there are good joint working arrangements
between the different sectors. The Compact for
Wiltshire is currently being reviewed. It provides
a code of practice for the following areas of
work:
yy Funding
yy Consultation
yy Communication
yy Equality and diversity
Each section of the Compact is about the
responsibilities and relationship between
public service providers and the voluntary
and community sector. This sector is often
referred to as ‘the Third Sector’ by central
government. In terms of funding, for example,
clear information should be provided on
arrangements for payment and the voluntary
sector needs to have effective financial controls
in place for the management of the funds.
With consultation, the public sector should
build it into its regular planning cycle and be
clear about the purpose of consultation. The
voluntary sector should take account positively
the specific needs, interests and diversity of its
services users. An up-to-date version of the
Compact will be available to the community
area managers and Area Boards once finalised
and agreed by all partners.

Working with Housing Associations
The main housing associations in Wiltshire are
Westlea Housing, Sarsen Housing and Selwood
Housing. Housing is also managed by the
Council in South Wiltshire. Under the Housing
Act 1985, there is an obligation on Local
Housing Authorities to consult with tenants
on management matters. Although it is not
clearly defined how this consultation may take
place the clear implication is that the Housing
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Authority must consult with tenants as a
specific group.
The Housing Authority and Housing Associations
have established extremely effective methods
of consultation, involvement and participation
and also excellent communication networks
with all their tenants. In Salisbury there is a well
established tenants’ forum that represents all
tenants and considers management matters and
related issues. There are also well established
tenant and resident associations throughout the
rest of Wiltshire. Community area partnerships
and Area Boards will present new opportunities
for tenants to be involved in matters at a
local neighbourhood level. All social housing
tenants should have the opportunity of
involvement in community area partnerships
and representation on Area Boards. Clearly
tenants as other residents can participate in their
local areas; however it may be appropriate that
a representative of social housing tenants should
sit on either the community area partnership or
Area Board. A Wiltshire wide tenant’s forum is to
be set up and this could be the forum through
which area involvement could be publicised
and encouraged.

Table 5: Wiltshire’s Neighbourhood Policing Teams
Revised Wiltshire Neighbourhoods 2009
Map Ref
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		
8		
9		
10		
11		

Name of Neighbourhood
Bradford on Avon Town
Bradford on Avon Rural
Tisbury
Pewsey East
Pewsey West
Melksham Town
Melksham Rural North
Melksham Rural South
Corsham Town
Corsham Rural
Westbury Town

12		
13		
14		
15		
16		
17		
18		
19		
20		
21		
22		
23		
24		
25		
26		
27		
28		
29		
30		
31		
32		
33		
34		
35		
36		
37
38		
39		
40		
41		
42		
43		
44		
45		
46		
47		
48		
49		
50		
51		
52		
53		
54		
55		

Westbury Rural
Marlborough Town
Marlborough Rural East
Marlborough Rural West
Tidworth
Ludgershall & Rural
Amesbury Town
Amesbury Rural
Durrington, Larkhill & Bulford
Calne Town
Calne Rural
Wootton Bassett Town
Wootton Bassett Rural
Cricklade & Purton
Chippenham Town Centre
Chippenham Town West
Chippenham Town North East
Chippenham Town South
Chippenham Rural
Warminster Town
Warminster Rural
Salisbury City Centre
Friary & Southampton Road
Castle Road & Bishopdown
Bemerton Heath
St Paul’s & Churchfields
Harnham
Trowbridge Central
Adcroft & Paxcroft
Trowbridge Park
Drynham & Grove
Lambrok
Trowbridge Rural
Alderbury & Laverstock
Downton
Mere
Wilton
Wilton Rural
Malmesbury Town
Malmesbury Rural
Ashton Keynes & Minety
Devizes Town
Devizes Rural North
Devizes Rural South
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Structure Chart of Wiltshire Council’s Services
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Councillors and officers working
together

It is essential that the Area Boards develop a
positive relationship with their local frontline
services, rather than a challenging or hostile
way that will make officers more reluctant to
attend meetings.
It is recognised that the time and resources of
frontline services are already stretched. To avoid
adding an extra burden working with the new
areas, steps should be taken to provide support
for them. With this in mind, a simple guide will
be made for officers who attend the Area Board
meetings setting out:
yy How the meetings operate
yy What information should be provided
yy How presentations should be made
yy How the public and other organisations will
be involved in the discussion
Any officer giving a report to an Area Board
should if possible attend in person to present
the report and take part in the discussion.
Community area managers will be given training
provided by the front line service departments
and other public service agencies. Performance,
service budget and research data will be
collected by frontline service departments in a
way that makes analysis and comparison at area
level easy. Agreements will be developed for the
sharing of data between front line services and
public agencies. Area Boards and the Corporate
Research Team will work together to agree how
statistical profiles, consultation and research will
support the new community arrangements.
Local officers need to be sufficiently skilled
and/or supported to present information as
interactively and creatively as possible and
help the decision-making processes or the
identification of options and priorities. They
need to be able to:
yy Take part in ‘state of the community’ area
debates, citizens’ days and ‘participatory
budgeting’ events as required
yy Help the community area partnerships
in arriving at realistic priorities based on
evidence in the community area plans
yy Respond to decisions of Area Boards about
how the priorities in the community area

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

plans should be taken forward
Help in responding promptly to community
‘calls for action’, petitions and local scrutiny
as required
Work closely with the community area
managers to examine community area
surveys, profiles and other local information
to find out and account for any findings
Provide training materials, induction,
briefings, information and regular updates
to allow the community area manager to
have a good, up-to-date understanding of
the services provided in their area and a
good working relationship with key service
personnel operating in the area
Advise the Area Boards on local grant
applications and allocations where they
relate to service provision and strategic
priorities
Help in putting together bids for local
funding where this is appropriate and draw
on their area of expertise
Work with the community area manager
and councillors to troubleshoot or anticipate
problems within the community area and
work out a way to tackle these issues or give
early warning of them
Work more closely with other agencies by
contributing to workshops and briefings

The aim is to create an environment that
promotes speedy and informed decision-making.
Officers responsible for public services provided
by the council in the community areas will be
invited to attend events where it is relevant to
that service. These council service providers will
not have to attend every meeting, but will be
given a programme in advance to see which
meetings they will need to attend. The council
will nominate frontline officers who will be able
to be called to attend an Area Board to discuss
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that service. It is suggested that, because of the
wider links and connections which can be made,
representatives from the Police, Fire and Rescue
and Health services are standing members of the
Area Board, where they feel it is appropriate and
where they have made a commitment to attend.
None of these service providers will have voting
rights but will attend the Area Board to give
professional advice on their services. They
will see where there is enough evidence, any
priorities or issues which need to be settled
in the area, or which the community area
partnership could be helped to settle. They
will either offer solutions through the use of
the powers given to them to make decisions
about the service provision in the area, or will
take the issue to shape future policy or services.
Their role is to bring expert advice and provide
decision-makers with options and to stay
impartial.
These service providers may also ask if they
could sound out issues that will impact the
local area with the Area Board, community area
partnership or the wider community. These may
be issues around consultation on their service,
future direction and structuring of the service,
or shaping decisions and policies about the
service. Service providers represent their specific
service rather than being expected to represent
the whole council. Working with public service
providers, members of the Area Board are
expected to keep to the values and behaviour
that have been agreed:
yy Showing mutual respect, honesty and
openness to challenge
yy Treating people in all services with respect
and avoiding behaviour which may be seen
as threatening or aggressive
yy Not practising ‘command and control’ but
trying new ways of doing things and giving
authority to others
yy Including everyone and valuing people of all
types and backgrounds in the County
yy Having a good understanding of, and
commitment to, the goal of ‘resilient
communities’ and the council’s priorities
of high quality, low cost, customer focused
services; local, open, honest decisionmaking; and working together to support
Wiltshire’s communities
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PUBLIC HEALTH
Public health information will be produced for
Area Boards as needed and to keep public health
on local agendas. Information will be sent by
e-mail to the community area managers. The
level of information and frequency of this will
be discussed with them. Public health staff will
go to local meetings when issues are relevant to
their work and public health work will be linked
to local area priorities. The key public health
issues in Wiltshire are:
yy Providing sexual health services, access and
availability
yy Reducing teenage pregnancy
yy Chlamydia screening which is linked closely
with teenage pregnancy and targeting 1524 year olds as this is the age group with
the highest prevalence; there are often no
symptoms and the sexually transmitted
infection can lead to infertility in both men
and women
yy Stopping smoking
yy Developing health trainers – a programme
to train people to support healthy lifestyles
in their community; the training programme
has just been delivered in Erlestoke working
with prisoners

CHILDREN AND
EDUCATION
Building on Community Presence
Many areas already have resources that could
be useful to Area Boards. There are children’s
centres in each community area that could
provide a good location for the community area
manager and act as centres within communities.
Each children’s centre has a set of jobs and
a group that directs it (steering group). The
Area Board may wish to ask one of the centre’s
members to attend its meetings to discuss
issues that affect them. There are also three
coordinators for extended schools services who
encourage working between groups. The Area
Boards can build on the existing networks within
the community that have been established,

Children and Families
“Most children and young
people in Wiltshire are in
good health, achieve well and
make a positive contribution.
But we want them to do even
better – particularly children
and young people who have
fallen behind their peers.”

including the development of ‘collaborative
partnerships’ with schools.

What are Local Collaborative
Partnerships?
This is a new idea that is currently being
developed across Wiltshire to help children and
young people with additional needs. Local
Collaborative Partnerships will be based on the
community areas of Wiltshire.
The main concern will be to improve school
results, particularly among children and young
people from low-income families, some minority
groups and those with special needs. Other
concerns will be to:
yy Improve their emotional health
yy Reduce the number of those overweight
yy Help them take part more in positive
activities
yy Reduce the number of pregnancies in
under 18s
yy Reduce the number of 16-18 year olds
who are not in education, training and
employment
Local Collaborative Partnerships bring together
people with many different backgrounds. They
will work with individual children and young
people to find out their needs and develop
a ‘team around the child’ with all those who
should be involved. All Local Collaborative
Partnerships will find ways of working with
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children, young people and their families
and will work with the Community Area
Young People’s Issues Groups. In the case of
younger children, there will be local children’s
‘parliaments’ or ‘assemblies’ for them to put
forward their views.
The Local Collaborative Partnerships will also
work at a high level to understand the needs in
the local area and the services being provided.
It will make sure there is better communication
across services, set up services where there
are gaps and help define the priorities of
the Wiltshire Children and Young People’s
Trust. The idea is that, where it makes sense,
a representative of the Local Collaborative
Partnership in the area will work with Area Board
to encourage wider community developments
to help children and young people in the
local area.

Access to Information
This service has data about the community
that can help the Area Boards decide on local
priorities. To help Area Boards identify trends
and set priorities, the schools branch is keen
to promote the use of the ‘Turning the Curve’
model, the use of population indicators and
measures of how well people feel. These
models will show where performance is falling
in a community area and also draw attention
to the impact of key targets in the Local Area
Agreement (such as child obesity) at a local
level. This will allow asking questions such as
‘what does life feel like for this child living in
this community area?’ The data held on certain
groups is increasing, for example on children
under five. This service is keen to promote
and supply packs of up to date, accurate and
relevant information for the community area.
Other key strategies that will be of interest to
the Area Board include:
yy The Education Strategy (via the portfolio
holder in the council’s Cabinet)
yy The childcare sufficiency audit
yy The strategy to have fully accessible primary
schools in each community area
yy The strategy to work on parenting aligned
to community areas.
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This service recommends that a description of
services and relevant national indicators are
added to the community area profile for the use
of Area Boards.

Building Connections
The idea is that everyone needs to work together
to influence and inform decisions, but many
people in the service have not worked in this
way before. Some aspects of service have more
experience of this than others. It seems that
the more specialised a service is, the less likely
there will be a clear match to the community
area. The key is to avoid duplication, by making
sure that the Area Board knows what services are
available in this area and is aware of the different
roles of the teacher, the advisor, the governor
and so on, as opposed to being a resident. The
service must also understand the role of the Area
Boards. The advisors need to help schools find
the most sensible links to the Area Boards. The
voices of parents, children and young people
need to be brought in, building on existing
links with School Councils, school clusters etc.
It is suggested that the Wiltshire councillors on
Area Boards have a ‘speed dating’ session with
the service to meet and learn from officer and
advisors as part of their induction.

Youth Development
Services

Local Authorities are to be able to transfer up to
5% of their budget for youth service to young
people’s influence in 2010 and 2011. The
government’s long-term wish is that, by 2018,
young people could be involved in decisions on
25% of Local Authorities’ budget for positive
activities (called actively shaping). Future
budgets for will be set in these percentages
across Wiltshire’s 20 community areas: monitor
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Core Funding: 				
Population aged 13-19 years: 		
Deprivation:				
Rurality/Sparsity:				
Emergency:				

25%
50%
10%
10%
5%

Actively shaping 5% of the youth service
budget by 2010/11 will cost £175,000. Actively

shaping 25% of the youth service budget by
2018 will cost £875,000. These costs are based
on the current budget allowed for youth services
in Wiltshire set out in ‘Aiming High’. In actively
shaping their service, young people will exercise
the following skills and input through the ‘Voice
and Influence’ strategy:
yy Control: Young people identify priorities for
sharing out funds, decide which activities or
groups should be funded, and check what
effect the funding has. Their decisions are
binding within legal limits. This means the
decisions are final but they need to fit in
with the law (for example the council agree
to their decisions are but it is understood
that this is a formality)
yy Choice: Young people can choose how
money is spent from a list of options. Again,
decisions are binding within legal limits
yy Consultation: Young people are invited to
give their views about spending, for instance
through youth councils or specific events,
but their views are not binding
The following steps will be taken to develop the
empowerment fund locally:
yy Step 1: consult with all young people in
Wiltshire about countywide spending
priorities
yy Step 2: give 2% (£70,000) of the service
budget to the community area young
people’s issue groups (CAYPIGs). This
budget should be increased by 1% each
year to reach 5% in 2011.
yy Step 3a: identify local need
yy Step 3b: develop proposals on how to spend
money – criteria
yy Step 4: voting on spending money
yy Step 5: report to community Area Board and
think about wider implications for the local
community
yy Step 6: delivery
yy Step 7: measuring Impact, evaluation and
auditing spend
As well as the empowerment fund, young
people will be actively involved in shaping
strategy, the staffing budget, budgets for the
management of buildings and facilities for
young people. They will help to decide how
youth facilities are run and shape budgets for
more than the youth service. They will also be

involved in employing young people in youth
centres and offices.

Supporting Young People
Youth development workers will work for young
people in the Area Boards and, when required,
supporting them to have their voices heard at
the boards. This may involve speaking up for
them and/or presenting their issues. The future
role of the Community Area Young People’s
Issues Groups is growing under the ‘aiming
high’ plan. As these groups become settled in
and representative of a wide range of young
people in a community area, the relationship
with the local Area Board also becomes more
critical.
The role of the youth development worker is
to make sure that the Community Area Young
People’s Issues Group in the area has a wide
range of young people as members so that
their different interests are represented to the
Area Board. There are also links that need to
be made between the Community Area Young
People’s Issues Groups and other local youth
groups, including school councils and local
youth councils. The young people on the
Community Area Young People’s Issues Groups
will decide who will represent them on the Area
Board – 2 places are offered. These are not
fixed and different people can attend for specific
interests.

Cultural Considerations
Youth development services have identified
many issues of a more cultural concern in
relation to Area Boards working with young
people. One of these issues is how meetings
are organised, ensuring that young people are
not put off from taking part in an Area Board
because it seems too official. It is important that
running the meeting is seen to be firm and fair.
Area Boards can be promoted to young people
in a way that is friendly to them. The room
layout, the process of the meeting, the time,
venue and agendas need careful consideration
to encourage young people to take part. Of
course, this will be a similar issue for anyone
attending an Area Board. Similarly, progress and
action needs to come from the meeting.
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The way for young people to feed into the
meetings could be quite creative, using modern
technology. The ground needs to be set to
avoid misunderstanding, for example councillors
looking at the longer-term and young people
looking at the shorter-term. So having a real
outcome from the meetings, the language,
communications and friendliness are important
considerations. The Area Boards could also start
an interest in politics in some young people.
The Area Boards should work with the Voice and
Influence Team and youth workers to develop
this understanding and ways of working with
young people.

COMMUNITY
SERVICES
Adult Care

Social care is currently changing to move more
towards assisting people to have the lives they
want, rather than providing them with standard
services. The Area Boards have a role in having
a high level of performance throughout Wiltshire
for adult social services. Much will depend
upon social care workers providing Area Boards
with relevant and timely information. A close
working relationship is also expected between
the four partnership boards that are being
formed for older people and for people with
physical impairment, mental health issues and
learning disabilities. A process called FOCUS
has been developed to make this happen. The
relationship between adult social services and
the Area Boards is highlighted below under the
four stages of the FOCUS process.

Contact and Assessment
Area Boards need to apply their local knowledge
to advise on how social care can best work with
the community. For example should sessions
be run in supermarkets, the library, the market
etc. to make contact with those who need
assistance? Area Board members need to tell
social care about anybody those they know
about who might require for social care help.
Area Boards will need information on needs
which commissioners or resource specialists
find hard to meet in particular communities.
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A strong relationship is needed between the
Area Boards and these staff in order to identify
the services that people are finding it hard to
discover in the local community.

Fulfilment of Need
Area Boards should try to make the ordinary life
of their communities supportive and safe for
all vulnerable people. This would mean they
can lead their lives as they wish, and not be
set apart by having to go to specialist services
and facilities (unless the people the council has
assessed as needing help would prefer this).
The Equalities Team will be able to assist in this.
The Area Boards need to liaise with adult care
commissioners and resource specialists, so that
they can use their local knowledge and resources
to help meet all social care needs. Many of
these needs could be very different to the
sorts of services previously provided by Social
Services. One example might be creating ‘safe
havens’ in high street shops where people with
learning disabilities know they can go if they feel
intimidated or frightened in the street. Certain
specific sorts of neighbourliness, or voluntary
activity, could also be promoted through grants
etc. Communities could also be encouraged
to spot when vulnerable people need help,
as a new sort of neighbourhood watch. Area
Boards will need to consider in which ways they
can creatively use the ‘power to promote the
well-being’ of their communities to help make
their towns and villages support and include
vulnerable people.

Monitoring and Review
Area Boards need to see how well the
community is making vulnerable people feel
included and a part of the community. They
also need to check the effectiveness of the
things they have helped to set up, or fund.
Area Boards need to think about how they can
help people who are getting care from outside
their community, to keep in touch with their
friends, family, and the wider community. To
do this well, the Area Board will need to be
provided with information which is more than
just numbers of clients who get services. This
is currently the only information that has been

extracted from ‘CareFirst’ at the community
area level. Area Boards need to make sure
that all local facilities are aware of the needs of
vulnerable people, and provide the service
they need.

are across the county as well as the aims of
the service. This will let each board work out
the state of libraries, heritage and arts in its
community. An outline of libraries, heritage and
arts in each community will be prepared by the
service and given to each Area Board.

Reporting
An Area Board needs to report back to the
community what it has done, how effective
it has been, and what still needs to be done
to make vulnerable people feel part of that
community. This could also aim to encourage
more people to take on attitudes and actions
that will improve life for vulnerable people.

Community Safety

For many community areas, safety issues will be
seen as very important. Many of these issues
will be ‘from time to time’. Named community
safety and anti-social behaviour reduction
officers will be available within the council to
help a group of Area Boards to provide advice
on an ‘as and when’ basis and to assist in
problem solving. They will also know what
actions other areas have tried and the solutions
they have developed.
It is suggested that Area Boards and community
area partnerships will develop close links with
their neighbourhood policing teams. These
community safety groups may not need to be
permanent. They can be set up for a specific
problem when community safety issues are
identified which need the Council service to be
involved, as well as the Police and others.

Libraries, Heritage
and Arts

Libraries, heritage and arts are at the heart of
our communities. We want to work with local
people to make what we do stronger and more
exciting for the benefit of all. We set out below
what libraries, heritage and arts do now and
could do in the future. We also suggest a way
of working with the Area Boards to improve the
service and look at new opportunities.

Working with Area Boards
Each Area Board will be informed about libraries,
heritage and arts in their area and how they

We will work with each Area Board on the future
of its libraries, heritage and arts. The options
for libraries, heritage and arts will be discussed
with each board. How we will work with other
local services will also be looked at. Our work
together on libraries, heritage and arts will be
delivered by:
yy The Service Director, who will be the first
point of contact for boards.
yy Libraries, heritage and arts officers will link
up and work with each board. Service
improvements, which can be afforded and
fit in with our aims, will be taken forward by
the officer and the board
yy A senior libraries, heritage and arts officer
will work with the board on major issues and
developments for example, the development
of a new library for the community or
getting advice on Wiltshire Council’s art
strategy
yy Specialist officers will support the board on
specific items. For example advice would be
available on a local museum project looking
for a grant from the board
yy Once a year, the service and the board will
look at the state of libraries, heritage and
arts in the community. Improvements will be
identified and opportunities developed
yy The service will seek the support of the
board in getting more public opinion
throughout the community
yy Libraries, heritage and arts facilities will be
used to support the work of the board when
it is practical and of benefit

Working across Wiltshire
Wiltshire libraries, heritage and arts provide
excellent, creative, low cost services including:
yy A network of 31 locally accessible libraries,
5 mobile libraries, a 24/7 virtual library and
a People’s Network of 170 internet linked
computers serving over 200 villages and
communities around the County
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yy An approved history centre providing
archive, archaeology and library services
with 7 miles of records and an awardwinning conservation and advisory service
for 19 museums in Wiltshire
yy An arts service that supports art centres and
theatres and countywide and community
arts organisations and developments
yy During the national year of reading, over
20,000 people joined Wiltshire libraries for
free, 20 authors visited our libraries and 150
events were hosted to encourage reading for
pleasure for all age groups
yy The National Trust has deposited its national
headquarters archive with the Wiltshire and
Swindon Archive service
yy The arts festivals of Bradford on Avon,
Chippenham, Corsham, Devizes,
Marlborough, Salisbury, Warminster and
Woolley and many other local arts events are
enjoyed by thousands of local people and
visitors each year
The countywide aims for libraries, heritage and
arts in 2009/10 are to:
yy Develop new libraries for Trowbridge,
Pewsey and Ludgershall
yy Set up a heritage education service at the
Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre to
improve the use of heritage services by
young people and students
yy Create a Wiltshire arts service to support all
arts throughout the county
yy Promote reading throughout all our services
as a way ahead for people

TRANSPORT,
ENVIRONMENT
AND LEISURE
Sustainable Transport
The passenger transport unit is responsible for:
yy Implementing the council’s policies on
public transport, including influencing
commercial bus and rail operators
yy Providing financial support for socially
necessary bus services that would not be
provided commercially
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yy Supporting and developing community and
voluntary transport
yy Administering the concessionary travel
scheme for elderly and disabled residents
yy Arranging free or subsidised school and
college transport for pupils and students
yy Arranging transport for social care clients on
behalf of other council departments
Although the information provided by the Area
Boards will be crucial in helping to plan services
better, the decisions about what service can
be provided will not taken by the Area Boards.
This is because we have to keep to budgets and
strategies set for the whole county and because
of the complexity of balancing the needs of
different areas and service demands within the
available budget. It will also allow us to react
quickly to changes in demand.

How can the above be achieved?
Each Area Board will need to develop ways
of gathering the views of local people. It will
be important that these are representative of
the local community as a whole. This should
include both existing and potential bus, rail
and community transport users. It will also
include those groups who may be less likely to
have their own private transport, for example
older people, young people and people with
disabilities or impaired mobility. Most parish
councils already appoint a public transport
representative, and these should be invited
to play an important role, as should local
community transport groups, LINK schemes and
user groups where they exist.
The Area Board will also need to set up meetings
that enable local people to discuss transport
and access issues at a suitable level of detail with
officers from the passenger transport unit and
the community transport team from Community
First when necessary. This will have to be
managed within the limited staff available in
both of these teams. The following approach is
suggested as a way of achieving this:
yy Each Area Board is encouraged to have
passenger transport as a special topic at
one of its meetings each year, before the
passenger transport unit begins its routine
review and re-tendering of supported bus

yy

yy

yy
yy

yy

yy

yy

services in the area (this is normally every
4-5 years). People invited would include the
local parish council transport representatives,
community transport and LINK schemes,
user representatives and others with and
interest in transport. The meeting would
be attended by officers from the passenger
transport unit and, where appropriate,
Community First. We expect these
meetings would replace meetings of the
existing parish transport groups and would
take the form of an interactive workshop.
The Area Board may choose to set up a local
transport working group or partnership to
develop its views and activities. They would
be encouraged where possible to feed the
views of such groups back through the
annual transport meeting of the Area Board.
Officers may be able to attend meetings of
these groups, or other meetings of the Area
Board, but can not guarantee to be able to
do this on a regular basis.
In between the annual transport meetings,
officers would keep the community area
managers, local elected members and the
parish transport representatives informed
of any important issues or developments
(including any bus or rail proposals)
affecting their area. They may need a
response by email or letter. We would also
welcome feedback about any important
or urgent passenger transport issues that
arise. This could include things that the Area
Board would like the passenger transport
unit to raise with transport operators.
Benefits the Area Boards Could Offer
It is hoped that the Area Boards will provide
an effective way of getting feedback and
input from local communities that can be
managed within existing resources. It is
envisaged that the Area Boards will be able
to help by:
Providing feedback on current passenger
transport services of all sorts and any related
issues
Identifying local access and transport needs,
any important gaps in the current service
and discussing possible changes to services
that could better meet local needs
Assisting in providing the public with
information about what services are available
within the local area

yy Identifying opportunities for developing
community and voluntary services to meet
needs that would not otherwise be met. This
could include using their local knowledge
and influence to identify local champions
who could take the lead in making these
happen
yy Providing local comment and feedback on
consultations and proposals from the rail
industry
yy Providing a way to discuss and raise local
concerns about passenger transport and
access issues, and improve understanding of
what can and can not be achieved

Highways
Development Control
and Transportation
Planning

The Area Boards will have a role in working
with the community area partnerships to
identify local needs, hopes and concerns
regarding transport policy. The Area Boards
will be consulted on draft plans and policies.
For the transport development strategy, which
promotes integrated transport schemes, the
Area Boards will be a sounding board for ‘in
principle’ solutions and will approve consultation
processes for the community area.
A way will be set up to make sure that Area
Boards are informed of applications referred to
the Local Highways Authority, together with
ways to build the relationship between the Area
Boards and case officers. Area Boards will be
involved in the information consultation process
on traffic regulation orders. Area Boards may
also identify areas of local concern in terms of
road safety where these have not been picked
up in local travel plans.

Major Highway Network
Improvements
The Council’s policy with regard to major road
improvement schemes is to focus on the A350
as the main north/south route linking the west
Wiltshire towns with the M4 in the north and
the A303/A36 in the south. Westbury bypass is
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currently the County’s top priority. The Major
Improvements team also manages medium sized
projects such as the Petersfinger park and ride
site which is currently under construction.
For schemes in their early stages of
development, the Area Boards will provide a
local point of contact for the community. The
scheme development for major projects follows
a fairly set process through public consultation
and public inquiry phases however and the
major decisions will be taken by the appropriate
committee of the council.

Highway Structures
The highway structures team covers bridge
construction, strengthening and maintenance.
They also deal with highway retaining walls.
Bridges are inspected on a two-yearly cycle
and the inspection results provide the basic
information on which future work is planned.
The Area Boards will be supplied with details of
the works programme and any potential weight
restrictions, and will provide a point of contact
with the local community. The team would
welcome the opportunity to discuss how the
impact of bridgeworks on local communities
can be kept down and explain the need for any
temporary road closures required. Discussion of
details such as the impact of diverted traffic on
diversion routes, any restriction on the timing
of the works and the construction details can be
also be helpful at an early stage.

Integrated Transport
The Integrated Transport team promotes the
construction of schemes to improve facilities for
public transport, cycling and walking, including
street scene enhancements, and local safety
schemes. The team is also carrying out the
review of speed limits set up by the Department
for Transport. Details of the programme will be
given to the Area Boards and the team would
welcome the opportunity to discuss:
yy Details such as constraints on the timing of works
yy How disruption to the local community and
traders can be minimised
yy The impact of diverted traffic on diversion
routes
yy Why traffic restrictions are needed while
work is in progress
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The Area Boards will provide a local point of
contact and input to schemes. It is also likely
that the Area Boards will be the place for
consultation on the results of the speed limit
review.

Benefits Area Boards Could Offer
In addition to the service specific benefits
included above, the following general
comments apply:
yy Potential for having fewer bodies or groups
to consult with. A ‘one hit’ approach that
avoids duplication and should, in turn, allow
scarce resources to be re-directed to genuine
service improvement
yy An opportunity for problem-solving with
local communities rather than simply
identifying problems and giving blame
which harms the professional reputation of
service providers
yy With well managed of meetings, discussions
should centre around real priorities for local
people, as interest groups can make a real
impact
yy Services are better able to communicate
constraints (for example legal ones) to a
wide audience and then work with the Area
Boards and community area partnerships
to decide what action can be taken to the
benefit of local people.
Success of meetings will depend on involvement
of all parties, particularly the community area
managers. Ordinary local people must be
attracted to attend. People at the meetings
must all make sure they feel it worthwhile
to continue to attend. Officers representing
services must be supported and not used as
scapegoats for political purposes or to simply
get rid of frustration at local action or inaction.
Opportunities to rationalise local consultation
on service developments and priorities must not
be squandered due to lack of support at senior
officer and elected member level.
It will be vital that all parties are notified of
the Area Board meeting where views can be
expressed. The community area manager should
work with the local service manager to make
sure this happens. Increased local involvement
adds more complexity into providing a service

so service providers will need the support
of community area managers to work with
the various local groups. In particular, the
relationships with one or more community
area partnerships, and their respective roles,
may need to be clear for identifying the most
effective ways of moving local initiatives
forward. As everyone will be learning from
this, an amount of tolerance will be required
all round while these new ways of working are
bedding in. Perhaps a key success measure
will be whether we are all still using the term
‘community planning’ in two or three year’s
time. It should surely become simply part of the
way we do business in Wiltshire.
As the Area Boards take shape and start to
operate, individual services will have set up how
they work with Area Boards. This will develop as
demands become clearer over time.

Traffic Management

The Traffic Manager’s Group is responsible for:
yy Overseeing the network management duty
of the authority to do all that is reasonably
practical to manage its road network
effectively with a view to keeping traffic
moving. This applies to all types of road
users, including pedestrians and cyclists.
yy Co-ordination of all works in the highway
and maintenance of the Street Works
Register providing information on ongoing
or planned works by Statutory Undertakers
(gas, electricity, water and telecom
companies) and Highway Authority.
yy Review and introduction of parking
regulations and ensuring that all parking
controls are lined and signed in accordance
with prevailing legislation.
yy Operating Shop Mobility in Salisbury
that provides a range of scooter, manual
wheelchairs and power chairs to enable
people with mobility problems to access a
range of services.
yy Operating the CCTV (closed circuit
television) cameras in Salisbury that monitor
anti-social behaviour on the streets of the
city and in the car parks.
yy Following the introduction of Civil Parking
Enforcement the authority is responsible
for the enforcement of parking restrictions
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on the highway throughout Wiltshire,
previously the responsibility of the Police.
yy Enforcement of the parking controls both on
the highway and in the car parks, together
with management of the authority’s 80 car
parks and 4 Park and Ride sites.
yy Processing Penalty Charge Notices including
appeals against penalties, together with the
administration of residents parking permits
and other parking concessions.
How the service relates to the Area Boards and
anticipated benefits:
The coordination and registering of street works
is a statutory process undertaken within strict
timetables and therefore not something that the
Area Boards can be involved with.
The Traffic Management Act 2004 and
associated legislation sets down the statutory
framework for the enforcement of parking
controls and details how penalty notices are
dealt with, precluding the involvement of Area
Boards in these processes. However, Area
Boards could identify locations where parking
restrictions are habitually contravened which will
help to inform patrolling routes.
Parking policy is currently being updated
and an overarching plan is being developed
covering parking charges, parking standards
and residential parking. The document will
help set the parameters within which parking
arrangements can be agreed for the towns.
The great variety of circumstances across the
authority’s towns precludes the establishment
of a uniform parking controls or procedures
for all the towns. Individual circumstances
would influence the parking strategy for each
of the towns but the parking arrangements
need to be within agreed parameters. The Area
Boards should agree the appropriate policy for
individual towns within the set parameters.
Preliminary schemes for parking controls in the
towns are developed following the assessment
of requests and subject to consultation with the
local town council and elected members prior to
the progression of the formal traffic regulation
order and formal consultation. Submitting the
draft scheme to the Area Boards could provide
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an effective way of getting feedback and input
from the local communities prior to schemes
being finalised.

Amenities and Leisure
The amenity and leisure services directorate
provides services for every resident in Wiltshire
including:
yy Recycling and collection of household waste
yy The council’s leisure facilities
yy The entertainment and conference facilities
at the City Hall in Salisbury
yy A range of sports development activities and
initiatives
yy Management of parks and open spaces
yy Working closely with the two areas of
outstanding natural beauty and working
with the bodies responsible for canals and
canal trusts.

Community-led Approach
The amenity and leisure services directorate
believes that the Area Boards have a key role
to play in adding to and strengthening a
community-based approach and are an ideal
way to give officers information about:
yy Priorities of the various communities
yy Where the services could be further
developed and enhanced
yy Where services might possibly be reduced
or stopped.
An example of this might be the operation
of the council-owned leisure centres. At
present there is a leisure centre in nearly every
community area. The directorate’s involvement
in their running varies from nothing to running
a full management body. It is suggested that
Area Boards could be an ideal replacement for
the managing bodies with officers providing
a detailed report each year. This would enable
a consistent approach to be adopted across
Wiltshire to support the council in its objective
to get local communities involved in shaping
local services.

Annual Review of Services
To help this process, it is expected that the
directorate will meet Area Boards each year, as

part of the service review process, to assess how
successful it has been in providing services and
what the priorities might be for the next year.

a detailed report to be submitted before the Area
Board meeting and then a formal presentation to
be made at the meeting by officers.

To get ready for this, officers believe that it would
be useful to prepare a detailed report, providing
each board with an overview of all the services
managed by the amenity and leisure directorate
across the county. This would include corporate
aims and objectives as set out in the relevant
strategy, performance information, a summary of
customer feedback and links with other service
areas. Officers would need to present any other
relevant information about a service in a local
community such as the annual business plan for
a leisure centre; a range of sports development
activities planned for an area or a management
plan for a park or open space.

General Support for Area Boards

Area Boards should identify which services they
would be expecting to receive information
on, as well as specifying what information
that they would like to have included in the
report, for example financial information, usage
information and performance indicators.
It is likely that senior officers will present the
paper, answer questions and advise members on
specific issues. Recommendations of the Area
Board will then be reviewed and the conclusions
will be given to the Area Board in a report. A
half-yearly report could also be submitted to
the Area Boards to bring members up to date
with the performance of the service against their
priorities. Due to the amount of staff available,
it is possible that a representative from amenity
and leisure services would only be present at
the annual review meeting, and the community
area manager would present any later reports,
including the half-yearly review.

Service Transformation
A number of the services referred to above,
particularly waste and recycling, the provision of
leisure centres and sports and physical activity
development, will be changed over the next
two or three years as the new Wiltshire Council
strategies develop. The directorate will seek the
views of the Area Boards and other groups, as
part of the consultation period of any change in
service. Due to the nature of these large-scale
service reviews, the consultation process will need

It is suggested that a senior officer will be the
initial point of contact with a specific Area
Board. This will allow a relationship to be built
over a period of time. Specialist officers will
also give general advice on specific services. For
example a designated leisure services manager
for a leisure centre, an area manager for waste
and recycling. This will allow the community
area manager to have a direct contact with key
officers on day-to-day issues.

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT,
PLANNING AND
HOUSING
Housing

Although not all issues that are important at an
area level will involve housing, it may be part of
the solution. For example problems concerning
anti-social behaviour may involve work by the
police, public protection, community safety and
housing. It may not be necessary for a housing
officer to attend every board meeting in every
area, but we will be present when needed and
are available in between meetings to work
through local issues with board members.

Service Director
It has been proposed that each board should
have its own service director that it can work
with as the key senior officer. The directors will
not be there to represent their own service area,
but will attend on behalf of housing as a whole.
The service director for housing will support
this approach and will be very happy to work in
support of a specific Area Board.

Locality Manager
The housing service will have six heads of
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service and each will be expected to work with
about three Area Boards. They will do this on
behalf of the housing service as a whole. They
will be known as “housing locality managers”.
They will act for housing in their area as well
as their normal job. If an Area Board wishes to
consider a number of housing issues, such as
homelessness and affordable housing, it does
not have to invite housing officers from each
activity, just the housing locality manager. As
attending every board and partnership meeting
may not be possible, locality managers will be
asked to make sure that a member of the housing
team is able to attend if they are not available.
If the housing locality manager is not available for
a board or partnership meeting, other front line
members of staff, such as housing advisors, will be
encouraged to attend meetings and communicate
between boards and the housing service. Local
service officers for housing will be expected to
have a regular involvement with an Area Board
where they are active in providing a service.

All Housing Staff involvement
A very practical way in which all housing staff
can support the areas is by providing direct
work on their key projects. It is proposed that
staff throughout housing are encouraged and
permitted by their manager to spend one day
per year on a community-based project. This
could be something that is not connected
with their day job but part of a project such
as painting a community centre, or clearing a
footpath. Area Boards would be encouraged to
bid for ‘community away day’ time and locality
managers would then put together a team of
staff to work on each project.

Landlord links to Area Boards and
Partnerships
It should also be noted that landlords such
as the larger housing associations will have
a keen interest in being involved with the
boards and partnerships and will want to send
representatives along to the meetings. In the
south of Wiltshire the council is the main social
landlord and representatives from housing
management will take part in Area Boards.
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Tenants
Tenants of both the new council and the
housing associations will want to take part
at an area level. Each landlord has different
arrangements for involving tenants. This can
range from tenant’s associations to a tenant
panel or forum representing all tenants. Tenant
representatives will be encouraged to take part
in the Area Boards and partnerships, as will
individual tenants.

Spatial Planning

Wiltshire Council has set up new arrangements
which provide a valuable way of discussing
proposals, collecting evidence and publicising
and involving the community and its elected
representatives in the development of spatial
planning schemes at an early stage. The Area
Boards provide an opportunity for local Wiltshire
Council councillors, together with key members
of the community area, to consider and help
shape services and proposals to meet the needs
of local communities and their environments.
The Area Boards will have a more strategic view
of the community area through operating the
Local Area Agreement at the local level and will
contribute to other major plans, including the
Local Transport Plan.
Town and parish councils in the area are
represented on the Area Board as well as
Police, Fire, Heath and service user groups, for
example young people. The community area
partnerships are funded each year by the Area
Boards to work in the community, including the
development of a community area plan. There
will also be local events including a ‘state of the
community area’ debate.
The community plans are useful sources of
information that can contribute to the spatial
planning process. The community area plans
will use and build on any parish plans and town
development plans for the area and also research
carried out by the citizen’s panels, the People’s
Voice, the Carer’s Voice and Tomorrow’s Voice.
The feedback from surveys carried out with
these panels has been split down to community
area level where relevant. It is proposed that the
Spatial Planning Team will agree a plan with the
Chairs of the Area Boards and community area
managers for consultations and spatial planning
issues coming up throughout the year.

The Area Boards are keen to promote different
and inclusive styles of meetings, working closely
with the community area partnerships where
it makes sense to do so. Depending upon the
scale and issues for the area, the plan will also
involve deciding on the style of discussion to be
held with the Area Board and local community.
For example, consideration can be given to
whether the consultation needs to be a planning
for real type of event, a public meeting,
exhibition, postal or electronic survey etc.

provide and secure funding for the authority.

The Spatial Planning Team will provide
information and background about the different
options, issues, implications and plans for an
area. It will work with the community area
manager to agree a preferred way forward with
local people. The Area Board will be able to
consider the issues in the light of the economic,
social and environmental wellbeing of the area.
The board is also able to advise the Spatial
Planning Team when it is felt that additional
consultation or participation is needed on a
specific issue. The board may want to flag up
areas where it might be appropriate to ask for a
development plan to include something for the
benefit of the area and its infrastructure. Where
possible, the Spatial Planning Team will try to
get the support of Area Boards for planning
objectives and proposals. However, there may
also be times when an Area Board asks that the
Spatial Planning Team challenge the Regional
Spatial Strategy. This would need to be shown
by evidence of early discussions and consultation
within the local community.

Climate Change

Regeneration Service

The Regeneration Service runs projects for
transformation and sustainable economic
growth of the places where people live in
Wiltshire, mainly in Trowbridge, Chippenham
and Salisbury. Its work ranges from major
projects, asset management and town design
through to developing policies. It is also in
charge of, and supports, rural development
and rural service issues. It manages the various
elements of the Rural Development Programme
for England. It works in partnership with Natural
England, South Regional Development Agency
and other national and regional partners. The
service manages over £9m of funding on behalf
of various local partnerships and also helps

The service aims to work with Area Boards to
run projects to regenerate and renew their local
communities. It is expected that there will be
regular contact with some Area Boards such
as Trowbridge, Chippenham and Salisbury.
In other cases the service will be involved in
specific projects or issue. The service works very
closely with other services so, in many cases, it is
likely that activities will be coordinated.

Wiltshire council’s climate change team has
been set up in 2009 to:
yy Work with partners and communities to
reduce Wiltshire’s carbon footprint
yy Reduce the council’s carbon footprint
(including schools), to cut energy and fuel
bills
yy Make sure that Wiltshire is prepared for the
effects of unavoidable climate change (for
example more frequent floods and heat
waves)
The Area Boards and community area
partnerships are essential in reaching out to local
communities to enable them to reduce their
carbon footprint and meet the government’s
target of cutting all emissions by 34% by
2020. Where the Area Boards and community
area partnerships identify climate change as a
priority area for action or have ideas for local
projects, the climate change team will support
community area managers by:
yy Providing expertise on cost-effective ways to
reduce carbon emissions
yy Supporting external funding applications for
projects
yy Organising countywide workshops on
specific themes (such as renewable energy
or adapting to climate change)
The climate change team works with the
Wiltshire Environmental Alliance, which is part
of the Wiltshire family of partnerships, and the
Wiltshire World Changers Network. As a small
team, we are not able to attend every Area
Board or community area partnership meeting,
but we are looking at setting up a network of
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environmental champions from each community
area to share ideas across the county and
identify common priorities.

Emergency Planning

The Emergency Planning Unit hopes to engage fully
with the Area Boards and aims to promote ways
which will enable local people to be more proactive
in identifying, assessing and addressing the risks
each community may be faced with – this is called
promoting Wiltshire’s Community Resilience Agenda.
It is hoped that this will build on the work already
being put in place by the emergency services and
other teams such as community safety. It will link
in with the work of the Local Resilience Forum as
a strategic, multi agency group that oversees the
emergency planning function across Wiltshire and
Swindon. In this way it is envisaged that the work
of the Local Resilience Forum and as a consequence
the Emergency Planning Unit can be more
community driven, focusing on issues and risks that
have a direct significance to the people who live
and work within it.
The Local Resilience Forum produces a detailed risk
assessment called the Community Risk Register.
However, this document is broadly based across
Wiltshire and Swindon, and it is considered vital
that each Area Board is aware of the risks posed in a
more detailed approach. To enable this, we will be
breaking down the wide area risk assessment and
producing separate assessments for each Area Board.
The Area Board will then be provided with a
breakdown of the work being undertaken or
the plans which are in place to treat each of the
separate risks. The Area Boards will be asked to
either accept work plans or to request changes to
the priorities in line with community requirements.
Each plan produced will be provided to the Area
Board during the consultation process and they
will be asked to comment. Once the plan has
been agreed and signed off by the respective Area
Boards, they will be kept up to date on the lifecycle
of the plan and be invited to attend or take part
in any training and exercises that are required to
validate it.
As part of this process, it is hoped that each Area
Board meeting will give permission to receive
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regular emergency planning briefing papers, and
when required invite an emergency planning
representative to brief the Area Board on any
important issues which may arise from time to time.
This work will be reported back to the Local
Resilience Forum to ensure that partner agencies
can be kept fully briefed on risks and issues affecting
each of the areas covered by the Area Boards. This
will allow a cross flow of information between the
governance and emergency planning and response
structures enabling the community to become
directly involved in the resilience workstream.

Public Protection

The Public Protection Service protects and promotes the
health, safety and well being of all Wiltshire communities
and seeks to improve public protection through:
yy Effective and proportionate enforcement processes
yy Effective partnership working with others,
and protecting consumers and citizens and
supporting businesses through the provision of
information, advice and education
There is a statutory duty in respect of air quality,
contaminated land and pollution and stray dogs.
The service aims to comply with the council’s
statutory duties with respect to all licensing functions,
including: alcohol and public entertainment,
gambling, taxis and private hire vehicles, street
trading, petroleum explosives and fireworks. In
addition, the Public Protection service covers a diverse
range of Environmental Health and Trading Standards
functions, including:
yy fair trading
yy consumer support and advice
yy consumer and community safety
yy weights and measures
yy food safety and food standards
yy health and safety
yy infectious disease
yy pollution and noise
yy animal health, welfare and pest control
The team is made up of Environmental Health &
Trading Standards Officers, Enforcement Officers
and Technical Support Officers. The service aims to
develop an engagement process with the
Area Boards.

Cabinet
Cabinet Member

Portfolio Holder (Junior Ministers)

Leader; Policy, Communications: Jane Scott
Deputy Leader; Adult Care, Communities and Libraries:
John Thomson
Economic Development, Planning and Housing: John Brady
Finance, Performance and Risk: Fleur de Rhe-Philip
Children’s Services (Schools, Children and Families and
Youth): Lionel Grundy
Health and Wellbeing (Health, Community Safety, Public
Protection, Licensing and Emergency Planning): Keith
Humphries
Business Management Programme, Information and
Communications Technology, Human Resources,
Procurement and Customer Services: John Noeken
Waste, Property and Environment: Toby Sturgis
Highways and Transport (including Car Parking and Rights
of Way): Dick Tonge
Leisure, Sport and Culture (including Heritage, Museums
and Arts): Stuart Wheeler

Organisational Culture: Laura Mayes
Adult Care: Jemima Milton
Communities: to be agreed
Economic Development: Richard Beattie
Housing: Howard Greenman
Schools: Alan Macrae
Vulnerable Children: to be agreed
Youth and Skills: Richard Clewer

Customer Care: Alison Bucknell
Information and Communications
Technology: Chris Cochrane
Waste: Linda Conley
Transport: Richard Gamble
Leisure: Jerry Kunkler

Chairs of Area Boards 2009 - 2010
Amesbury Area Board
Mike Hewitt - Chair
John Smale – Vice Chair
Bradford on Avon Area Board
Malcolm Hewson - Chair
Rosemary Brown – Vice Chair
Calne Area Board
Alan Hill – Chair
Christine Crisp – Vice Chair
Chippenham Area Board
Desna Allen – Chair
Paul Darby – Vice Chair
Corsham Area Board
Dick Tonge – Chair
Peter Davis – Vice Chair
Devizes Area Board
Laura Mayes - Chair
Jeff Ody – Vice Chair
Malmesbury Area Board
John Thomson – Chair
Simon Killane – Vice Chair

Marlborough Area Board
Chris Humphries – Chair
John Fogg – Vice Chair

South West Wiltshire Area Board
Bridget Wayman - Chair
Josephine Green – Vice Chair

Melksham Area Board
Jonathon Seed – Chair
Rod Eaton – Vice Chair

Southern Wiltshire Area Board
Richard Britton - Chair
Leo Randall – Vice Chair

[Pewsey and Tidworth
(Area Committee)
Christopher Williams – Chair
Jerry Kunkler – Vice Chair]

Trowbridge Area Board
(To be agreed)

Tidworth Area Board
Christopher Williams – Chair
Mark Connolly – Vice Chair
Pewsey Area Board
Jerry Kunkler – Chair
Stuart Wheeler – Vice Chair
Salisbury Area Board
Mary Douglas – Chair
Ricky Rogers – Vice Chair

Warminster Area Board
Andrew Davis - Chair
Pip Ridout – Vice Chair
Westbury Area Board
Russell Hawker – Chair
David Jenkins – Vice Chair
Wootton Bassett and
Cricklade Area Board
Allison Bucknell – Chair
Mollie Groom – Vice Chair
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Central Locality Area Board Team
Covering Bradford on Avon, Devizes, Melksham, Pewsey, Trowbridge and Westbury
community areas
Telephone number: 01225 718441
email: areaboardscentral@wiltshire.gov.uk
Southern Locality Area Board Team
Covering Amesbury, Salisbury, Tisbury, Mere, Wilton, Southern Wiltshire, Tidworth and
Warminster community areas
Tel: 01225 713510
email: areaboardssouth@wiltshire.gov.uk
Information about Wiltshire Council services can be made available in other formats
(such as large print or audio) and languages on request. Please contact the council
on 0300 456 0100, by textphone on (01225) 712500 or by email on
customerservices@wiltshire.gov.uk

Na yczenie udostpniamy informacje na temat usług oferowanych przez
władze samorzdowe hrabstwa Wiltshire (Wiltshire Council) w innych formatach
(takich jak duym drukiem lub w wersji audio) i w innych jzykach. Prosimy
skontaktowa si z władzami samorzdowymi pod numerem telefonu 0300 456
0100 lub telefonu tekstowego (01225) 712500 bd za porednictwem poczty
elektronicznej na adres: customerservices@wiltshire.gov.uk

如果有需要我們可以使用其他形式（例如：大字體版本或者錄音帶）或其他語言
版本向您提供有關威爾特郡政務會各項服務的資訊，敬請與政務會聯繫，電話：
0300 456 0100，文本電話：(01225) 712500，或者發電子郵件至：
customerservices@wiltshire.gov.uk
 ﺍﻟﺤﺼﻭﻝ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻤﻌﻠﻭﻤﺎﺕ ﺤﻭﻝ ﺨﺩﻤﺎﺕ ﻤﺠﻠﺱ ﺒﻠﺩﻴﺔ ﻭﻴﻠﺘﺸﻴﺭ ﻭﺫﻟﻙ ﺒﺄﺸﻜﺎﻝ )ﻤﻌﻠﻭﻤﺎﺕ ﺒﺨﻁ، ﻋﻨﺩ ﺍﻟﻁﻠﺏ،ﻴﻤﻜﻥ
 ﺃﻭ ﻤﻥ ﺨﻼﻝ٠٣٠٠٤٥٦٠١٠٠  ﺍﻟﺭﺠﺎﺀ ﺍﻻﺘﺼﺎﻝ ﺒﻤﺠﻠﺱ ﺍﻟﺒﻠﺩﻴﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺭﻗﻡ.ﻋﺭﻴﺽ ﺃﻭ ﺴﻤﺎﻋﻴﺔ( ﻭﻟﻐﺎﺕ ﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ

:( ﺃﻭ ﺒﺎﻟﺒﺭﻴﺩ ﺍﻻﻟﻜﺘﺭﻭﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻭﺍﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ٠١٢٢٥) ٧١٢٥٠٠ ﺍﻻﺘﺼﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﺼﻲ )ﺘﻴﻜﺴﺕ ﻓﻭﻥ( ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺭﻗﻡ
customerservices@wiltshire.gov.uk

This handbook is available as an electronic document on
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If you want to contact an Area Board or a community area manager, please telephone or
write to:
Northern Locality Area Board Team
Covering Calne, Chippenham, Corsham, Malmesbury, Marlborough, Wootton Bassett and
Cricklade community areas
Telephone number: 01249 706448
email: areaboardsnorth@wiltshire.gov.uk

